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AMBASSADOR

Diaz and Huerta together.
That was
that prevented a terrible dis-

a tiling

aster."

wind Hecla and draw the tires. A move

Ambassador Wilson Here,
York, N. Y., July 25. Henry
ane Wilson, American ambassador td
A'exico, urrived today on his mission
p discuss Mexican conditions
with
President Wilson mid the department
(if state.
The steamer Mexico, on which he
fsiiled from Havana, July 22, was off
Sandy Hook at the entrance to New
York harbor at 10 a. m. Mr. Wilson HE WILL
is expected to reach Washington

would promptly
ARE LONG STRIKE IS lliingthainut direction
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Deputies unarmed were unable to
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The Western Federation of Miners
if holding out for a con fen nee witti
the mine managers.
J!ut thi.s, it is
raid, will not bu granted.
Il is believed while troops are here
t.'ie mines will be
It is said
men are willing' THE
ARRIVE most, of the
to go to work it' the shafts are guard--
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WASHINGTON.

Disorder of the copper miners' strike
-A- MBASSADOR WILSON ARRIVES
which yesterday occurred around the
was opposed to sending a commission
of
the
Calumet
and
Hechi
to
beto
to
PENN.--M0properties
Mexico
mediate
NEW
TO GO TO- try
City
LITTLE
AND
INVOLVING
CONGRESSMEN
ENDURANCE
CONTEST.
IN
VILLA
WASHINGTON.
GETS
HE TALKS FREELY ABOUT MEXIMining company were transferred to-- i
tween the warring factions.
He did
dis-to
the
extreme
ends
j
MORROW.
of the
eay
OTHERS.
DISORDER AS YET.
not say what remedy he had to offer
REINFORCEMENTS.
CAN SITUATION.
l lift.
ff r the situation. He declared that hi
Deputy sheriffs were driven from
n ust reserve any opinion of this kind
properties at Alimeek and Mohawk cm
Dal-- ,
tiie north and from
i ntil he reached Washington and sa"W MUCH TESTIMONY
RECENT FIRES ARE
OPERATORS REFUSE
LECTURER BRYAN
WANTS HUERTA REGIME
tic, islae Royle, Superior and other
tl.e president.
on
south
the
range.
CHARGED TO THEM
HAS BEEN INTRODUCED
MINERS A CONFERENCE mines,
CALLS ON PRESIDENT
OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZED
in addition a crowd of strike sympaWILSON
thizers chased JOt men from construe- lion work on the extension
of the
MAKES MANY
El Paso, Texas, July 24. -"- When
Ossiuing, N. Y., July 25. Sixty conCalumet, Mich., July 25 With six
Washington, ).). C July 25. Martin
New York, July 23. Henry Lane
Copper Range Railroad, near Freda.
the
of
New
Citv
the
York
iets,
on
dregs
and
other
acM.
companies
Mulhall's story of his lobbying
is finally captured and executduty
.Huerta
jmilitia
reanlate
and
to
NOMINATIONS
ambassador
Houghton
Mexico,
county,
today,
Wilson,
were taken one by one !Htate troops enroute from both the
criminal
at- ed, his body will not be permitted to
tivities for the National Association of iiom theirclass,
turned to the United States tod:?
cells In Sing Sing prison to upper and lower peninsulas of Michi other mob was reported to have
tacked the deputies at Quincy mine, be buried in Mexican soil, but will be
prepared to place before President
Washington, D. C, July 25. Nomi Manufacturers as unfolded before the day and placed aboard a train for IM gan, the strike of copper miners
Hancock.
Wilson and the state department his nations sent to the senate today by senate lobby committee, is to be al state prison at Auburn.
il1
thrown iuto the sea, as the only fit
measurably toward a state of d
Will Send Entire Militia.
suggestions regarding a solution of the President Wilson were as follows:
Recent, riots In Sing Sing caused Uv: routine today, the third of its existlowed to stand practically without
treatment for a traitor," declared
an25.
was
It
Mich.,
Lansing,
July
trouble in the affairs in Mexico. These Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
warden to take no chances. Each con- ence. Some of the more enthusiastic
Democratic
from
Hay this morning, while here
in
nounced
the
of
adjutant general's
suggestions do not include, he said, Charles S. Hamlin, of Massachusetts.
vict was heavily handcuffed and shack- union members organized parades and
l.ce here today that practically every in route to Washington to present to
an idea of sending an American comin inarched through several
Register of the Treasury, Adam K. members of the committee.
eled. nlid ttw-- chninH'l tn IliK nl:i-flocations,
in the Michigan national President Wilson a plea from the
Senators Nelson and Cummins prob-jthmission to Mexico to offer mediation. Patterson, of Oklahoma.
railJ.()a(i car
vvljdl hn(, been but there was practically no disorder lompanywas
either on its way to the Mexican rebels in Sonora for recoga propo
Mr. Wilson also opposed
guard
Assistant Treasurer of the United ably will continue to demand more de- - t i0iif;ht inside the prison enclosure, up to noon.
mine
be
strike district or would nition.
commission
copper
a
States
sition that
at fan Francisco, William C, tailed statements of his letters as they
The union leaders held fast to their
A hundred prison guards did this
"We have the fullest confidence la
as
soon
as cars are available
organized, made up of representatives Magee, of California.
previous attitude, demanding recog- entrain
are introduced into the record, but the work.
his fairness,''
U was expected that more than 2000 Piesident Wilson and
of the United States and two South
of
Superintendent of the Mint at San Democratic members, Senators Over- the
nition
of
Federation
Western
There was little sleep in the prison
declared Hay. ' The Japanese scare
In
state
militiamen
be
would
the
American republics, to bring about Francisco, Thaddeus W. II. Shanihan
a
as
Miners
sine
this
but
qua non,
intervals some of the .
last night. At
i
is only a bluff being thrown by Huerta
... ,
mail, nceu aim nri..t.
onnaMonarf hv
mm. strike zone before tomorrow night
auii, am-- i i iu .
peace between the warring factions. of California.
wouia start to uowi ana
l'' Provoke i,ad feeling against Ameri- j
prisoners
The
stand.
mobs
Mulhall
fnttowert
closelv
of
ihrfr
While declining to enter into an exthe
district
Merchandise,
Appraiser
story
The pinch of
,,in (pany managements.
I am going to urga
to
or
of
San
of
1';'"
of
tended discussion
the day before, contenting
any plans,
Francisco, Ed. E. Leake.
Mulhall will go before the House wouI(1 lm!mise as lt was takell lu strike conditions,
however,
spread tactics
1
"""""
,cl umu Bme ,u
Collector of Customs, district of lobby committee early next week and
offer any remedy of his own, Mr
themselves
.lu
non.Unlon
o
tfith
more
score
calling
the
gradually
through
j(Iown ,he ne of w,u UU(, 00ntnue lln.
navo mi uiu ammunition uiey
Wilson characterized the mediation San Francisco, John O. Davis
to
workers
it. is expected
and
on
the
more
tin)
communities
of
that there he will be . lhe
quit,
tearing
dependant
(,onvlc(H had worn them.
can take Into Mexico and let it be a
Naval Officer, district of California. subjected to a rigid examination as to
plan as "all rot."
badges of oilice from deputy sheriffs. fair
mines, mills and smelters.
lt wn
Then the world will see
com'1 he
James H. Barry.
The proposal for a
mass
of
in
contained
his
the charges
troops that arrived today were tnat fight.
The action of Hancock retailers In
when the weary night shift of guards
the people can rule."
mission, Mr. Wilson said, is not a
Surveyor of Customs in the distabout
lhe
stalioned
and
shafts
F
customers
to
shops
further
credit
Hay was one of Madero's staff of
rict of San Francisco, Justus S. Wad house were his close associates in was released by the keepers, who had refusing was
feasible one.
repented in other sec- oi' the Calumet Mid" Hecla company in jiovisers during his revolt against Diaz
of transferring the men to yesterday
"That is a plan of John Darrott, ell.
this
and
were
several
anstreets
political campaign work and in ef- charge
was
it
city
tions of the district and
Auburn.
and lost an eye In the battle of Casas
Collector of Internal Revenue, first forts to head off labor legislation.
director of the International Bureau
would rcped off with wire cable and sentries
When the first
were nounced that the wholesalers
convicts
where Mndero received his
Crandes,
district of California, James J. Soft.
of American Republics," he said.
On August 30, Mulhall wrote Presi
v
obtake similar action Mondav. As a ith bayonets paced back of these
Collector of Internal Revenue, sixth dent Taft, asking for an interview for brought out to the car, Sing Sing sud
ci.Iy wound. After Madero came into
While not saying specifically that
the
was
of
little
there
consequence
denly awoke. More than a thousand
he favored recognition of the Huerta district of California, John P. Carter Bird and himself:
power, Hay was police inspector of
(Continued on page four).
ll10"''"
y1!11, frequently shows
Mexico City, then Inspector of Mex-i-.agovernment by the United States.
"It will be a great help to have a prisoners r ..shed to their cell windows itself In s''i,rit
of
the
initial
mine
stages
consulates in Europe and later
Ambassador Wilson indicated that it
number of the leaders of the Manu- fnd cursed and howled and yelled strikes. Union and
men
of the Mexican chamber ol
was his view that recognition should SMOOTHING TRACK FOR facturing Associations in touch with t.ireats at the keepers.
piesident
of
the
showed their appreciation
The task of the authorities was by alike
be given. In February, just subsedeputies.
the leaders of our party throughout
the strike was likely to ev
fact
(hat
means over when they got the
quent to the overthrow of the Madero
Washington, D. C, July 25. Later,
the country in the present crisis," the
ft kmf, 8,pjfp with tj)ft com.
oners aboard the car. On the train to
CURRENCY BILL
alterWis second and longer conferregime, Mr. Wilson said, he sent ti
letter ran.
work of a'l kinds
abandoning
panies
men m car was Hiuicnea mey ex-- ;
American Consul Hanna at Monterey
ence with President Wilson, Secretary
Mulhall swore lie received a reply
conditions renuired such
rat)idIv
a telegram requesting him to inform
from C. D. Norton, the president's sec-- pected to find friends and relatives of !actjon
I'.ryan announced that he hoped to
At union headquarters, plans
all consular officers under Mr. Hanna's PRESIDENT CONFERS WITH VARIOUS REP-- retary' a,TauSiK the Interview for the convicts and threats had beenjwpre aid fnr a BjK mRsli meetiur;
confer with Ambassador Wilson toes...... .......
.
..... ci-- ; m,xt sunuav ann Kir district ana local
morrow morning just prior to another
jurisdiction that Huerta had been
iwuiiua.1 aiiciuuuii, opn;.,. uci
IN HOPE OF RECON- -j
RESENTATIVES
end term men might be looked for meetings tonight and tomorrow and AT 8.15 TONIGHT THE FIRST NUM- conference with the senate foreign retablished as Mexico's provisional
Beverly.
head.
October 5, 1910, Mulhall wrote for-- j anywhere between Ossiuing and Au- Mr. Bryan said it
lations committee.
CILING DEMOCRATIC DIFFERENCES OF
member of
j.?. Miller, Colorado
reer Senator Foraker, about his talk burn.
"You should make this intelligence
BER WILL BE GIVEN, OF A MOST
ad not been determined whether the
jthe executive board of the Western
OPINION
REGARDING THIS MEASURE
with President Taft, saying he had
For this reason there was almost as jFederation of Miners, issued a
public."
would confer with the amATTRACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT THE president
told Mr
Mr. Wilson's telegram
names of men who would many guards on the train as there jment in which he compared conditions
bassador tomorrow or Monday.
Hanna to inform the consular officers,
vers convicts. The town of Osslnin' in the Calumet district with those in
help in the campaign.
Send Help to Villa.
CONCERT IS FOR THE BENEFIT
Washington, T). C, July 2,". Presi- "H sopwart to scrutinize the ll&t last night and t!:isv'moining was futljolher copper producing seC'om.
and. in the interests of Mexico urge dent
"V, iiStiu endeavored
rec
to
Hermosillo,
today'
Mexico,' July "24. vfa.
to
adnesion
and
Mulhall
wrote,
very closely,"
general
OF THE CHILDS WELFARE DEPART"andj0j men breathing vengeance against
"The cause of the strike here was n
oncile ainerenees or opinion
anion1?
Nogales, Ariz., July 25. Three hunas if John H. Taylor of East the prison authorities.
the new j.overnment. which will be Democrats
talked
the
extent
whose
unrest
of the house banking comdred soldiers were sent north today to
MENT OF THE WOMAN'S CLUB.
and H. M. Hanna were not
recognized by all foreign government.') mittee on the administration!
The rest of the second term con- - jcompany management, failed to reali".".
cur- Liverpool,
be dispatched to Chihuahua, it is anfriends of his.
enthusiastic
today."
an
to
In
of
the
victs
sent
awav
be
are
union,
tomorrow,
asking recognition
bill.
nounced, to aid the rebels operating
Mr. Wilson said today that he was rency
'He was greatly pleased with thej1o then) and R few ot
r
oneriKht-houof
he
abolition
day.
thpir more ues.
It seemed that the administration v
Villa.
The concert to be given tonight at in that state under Pancho
ork I told him had been done In Mas
willing to reiterate this sentiment at
Seven hundred more are promised the
supporters would make an effort to sachusetts and other states and ad- perate sympathizers the warden at- - man drill and improved working
is
the
for
the
Rite
Scottish
Cathedral
any time either publicly or officially. have
we have simply
the mutinies that broke 0utditions generally,
their bill reported soon with a
Chihuahua rebel leader.
Rebel state
"I stand absolutely responsible for
vised me to inform our people to do ?r
Sing Sing this week, the two fires tried to put the miners and surface benefit of a most worthy cause. It de- officials announced today that Didier
hope that, the fight on amendments
to
we
1 11 telegrams and messages sent to the
could
w orkers of the Lake Superior
everything
possibly
keep
mines
ii.
the prison shops and the attempt
would be settled in the Democratic
serves the enthusiastic support of all Masson, the French aviator, and Bai:- in touch with the leaders of the conUnited States consuls recognizing the caucus.
a Par wn men in similar work in
itn
a
murder
convict
whom
negro
death
the
thej''"
tur citizens. Uesides tbis, the per- - che AJcalde, a Mexican, made a flight
so that we
de facto government, after
.other parts of America.
The president sppnt the most o! gressional committee,
mutineers regarded as a traitor.
ever Guaymas harbor today and sue
be able to help in close congres
of Madero," Baid Mr. Wilson. "Thin
might
the minimum formers are of the highest grade. Tho ceeded In dropping four bombs near
his forenoon
with Representative
Hutte, for Instance,
was the only action to take In order
sional districts."
to
wage with copper at fifteen ents, l.i concert will be one of enjoyment
the gunboats in the harbor. They feel
Under Wingo of Arkansas, one of those opto maintain law and order.
Chairman Overman announced to? '
a uay for underground men and those attending.
In addition
the confident that thev can damaee or
IFYLONuKCOO.
posed to certain features of the bill.
hundred
a
for
Ascircumstances
National
for
the
parallel
in prices are moderate and in reach of
in no case does it go below $:!.."0.
"The Democrats can and certainly day that lawyers
destroy the war vessels in their next
rears back, the United States officers
sociation of Manufacturers and of the
Arizona, it averages $:?.7.r, hut in the all.
flight.
in foreign lands have taken the same will get together on a bill before American Federation of Labor would
Senate.
is
from
Calumet district the minimum
The concert will begin at 8:15. Follong," said Mr. Wingo after the con- be allowed to
Washington, D. C, July 25. SecreMet at noon and resumed
action."
Mulhall.
t
here h.r'o lowing is the program:
ference.
tary Bryan, on his return today from
of tariff bill, Senator Works con- $2 to $2.50 and the men
The ambassador said he did not care
was a reversal of a previously anThis
ibeen working from ten to thirteen La
The president's conference las,
Liszt his lecture tour, was silent on Mexican
Campanella
to commit himself on the question of
tinuing his speech against the bill.
nounced program.
in the. other
affairs, but observed that the Iowa
Miss Concannon
Introduction of Mulhall letters Info hours a day, whereas
j
American intervention, as he must re- night with Representative Henr.".
sections S hours constitutes a L'Ete
'
Chaniinade crops were fine. He went almost imrecord and examination of Mulhall mining labor.
serve his views in this matter for his who has been recommending certain
These facts effectually
was described today as sat PARCELS
mediately to the white house.
Mine. Winn
continued before lobby investigating day's
conference with the President and changes,
dispose of any argument by the com- Les Abends
and
administration
officials
isfactory
Schumann
Secretary Bryan conferred briefly
committee.
Secretary Bryan.
in
conditions
RATES LOWER
were optimistic that the differences
pany that competitive
with the president and made an apSchumann
Postmaster General Burleson,
Anfschwutig
"Lots has been said in the Amerimarkets compelled them to Vv'arum?
would be adjusted. The president arconference
Schumann pointment .'or a longer
answered the metal
LARGER
can newspapers about American inpostoffice committee,
'
and
to see Representatives Eagle
Schumann later in the day.
criticism of proposed new parcel poi!t keep their men on the long hours
Crillen
tervention and perhaps some of it is ranged
h.w wages basis that have prevailed
and
They have
Although a regular cabinet meeting
Miss Concannon
changes, and announced he would orinspired by persons who would be in- been Ragsdale Monday.
here."
was scheduled for today, none was
in opposition to tho
Washington, D. C, July 25 Despite der changes effective
prominent
Mex15.
of
voix
Mon
ta
control
eoeur
a
ouvre
in
s'
American
terested
August
senatorial criticism of the proposed
Glass bill.
"Insistence on the abolition of the
Joint tobacco trade committee heard
Seans held because most of the cabinet memSaint
ico," was his comment.
reduction in parcel post rates and the
drill is made on similar
was
It
bers are out of the city. Those whn
learned
that
the
today
presito
tobacco growers.
go
Mr. Wilson said he expected
Virginia
Winn
Mine.
Bize of the packages,
remained called on the president ingrounds and also because the men em
am- dent regards it as inexpedient to in increase in the
House.
No. 2
back to Mexico as American
Op.
27,
Nocturne,
...Chopin
on them undergo back break
ployed
corporate in the bill the findings of Postmaster General Burleson today
Met at noon.
.
bassador.
Mende.lsshon dividually.
Scherzo
,1
announced he would issue the final
Administration officials were not inMann resumed "'B ,i,u"r "mlj
Leader
Schubert-Lisz- t
"I have received no Intimation from the Pujo money trust committee and
Republican
I'.rl
Konig
The minimum weljrtit to
clined to view the Mexican situation
that he had pointed out the necessity orders at once putting the changes in his filibuster against any business conditions
dis
be
I
am
to
that
Miss Concannon
Washington
ue nanuieu on sucn it uim ih iuu
for keeping recommendations
attention
based effect August 15. The announcement being transacted.
today as requiring urgent
missed," he declared. "I expect to
Puccini and
came after the wisdom of making the
to La Boheme
it
is
and
a
task
strenuous
on
it appeared that the conference
these
pounds
findings
separate.
met
committee
I
reason
Democrats
see no
be retained.
why i
Banking
Winn
Mine.
a
to
and Ambasbetween the
Frequent conferences are looked changes had been subjected
and discussed currency bill amend set up, brace and tend such a machine.
should not be. I stand pat today on
Raff sador Wilson president
for at the white house early next searching review before the senate ments offered by
"Recognition of the union, we feel, Marsch, Op. 91
might not be held until
"insurgents."
everything I have done."
Miss Concannon
week with a view to speeding the ad- postoffice committee in the presence
Monday.
StaCe
Commissiom'r.-- i is a reasonable request inasmuch as
Commerce
Referring to reports alleging that
Sindlng
of the postmaster general.
we think that men who work in a (a) Es schire ein Vogel
In the meantime, Secretary Bryar.
and Clements urged appropria
his own administration in Mexico was ministration bill through the liouej
Prouty
Chairman Clarke of the interstate tlons committee to
should be allowed some (b) A Little Winding Road. . .Ronald will familiarize himself with the sitindustry
given
for
in a measure responsible for the committee.
appropriate
commerce committee, explaining why
voice in determining conditions under (c) From the Land of the
uation. He was in conference today
valuation of railroads.
everthrow of Madero, Mr. Wilson said:
Cadmau with the president and expected to
Water
committee had sanctioned the pro- physical
Is to be conducted.
the
which
that
industry
KNOWN
a
AS
NOTHING
TO
a
Baker
intrcudced
"That's all politics, and it is
Representative
study the situation further tomorrow.
"The attempt to Improve conditions (d) The Year's at the Spring
PROGRE8S OF MEDIATORS. posed changes, said he believed the resolution for investigation
of intheory that was long ago exploded to
H. H.
had ample power
American is Prisoner.
postmaster
general
dustrial possibilities of sage brush here came to a climax July 14 when
the satisfaction of the state departNew York, N. Y., July 25. Secrecy under the law to make the
El Paso, Texas, July 25. InformaMme. Winn
changes.
the Federation sent a request to all
and greasewood.
ment."
invests the conferences of the federal
"I am convinced that the postoffice
tion reached hero today that Charles
the companies that within a week
He declared that to bear out th's mediators and "The railroad managers,
to, can, and will exBiefel,
manager of the Mines Coma
a
date
ought
for
One
set
department
conference.
they
Mrs.
Madero, after her
charge,
conductors and trainmen, so closely tend the
SENATOR WORKS
it will carry BROWN MAY RECONSIDER
until
of
post
to
America, is held a prisoner by
pany
refused
parcel
that
company
acknowledge
death caused to be published that little is known regarding what all
RESIGNATION FROM ROAD.
He was
the federals at Chihuahua.
packages up to one hundred
such a letter had been received. The
TO
CONTINUES
letters she had written the ambassa progress has been made toward an pounig,"
he added
arrested by Orozco at Santa Rosalia.
placed them on file, but
New York, July 25. 13. N. Brown others merely
ON
TARIFF
dor, but their text as they appeared agreement on tne matters to ue
TALK
He Is a New York man and the home
vouchsafed no reply. There wuh nothin print was not the same as the ordimay reconsider his resignation as
between the railroads and the
offices of his company are in New
for the men to do then except
ing
em
American
at
the
files
of
of
the National Railways
nal. The
men. When the conferences were re- ANNUAL RENT
president
and
believe the companies
Washington, D. C, July 25. Sen- York. Tomas Urbina, a Mexican rebel
Mexico. This announcement was mad; strike
bassy in Mexico City, he declared, sumed today the belief was that the
were considerably surprised by the ator Gallinger, leader of the Senate leader, telegraphed his wife in El Paso
ON
PANAMA
show this.
by Mr. Brown today on his arrival
railroads were demanding of the men
of the movement."
Republicans, said there was no Re- today that the rebels have taken
PAID here from Mexico to attend a confer- extent
CANAL
Mr. Wilson went to a hotel to await a compromise
.
by which the roads
At the Baltls location a body of publican senator ready to speak on
ence of the New York directors of the
from the president as to when he would be permitted to submit some,
Arrive.
Senator
removclashed
with
strikers
the
Works,
Refugees
tariff
except
today
deputies,
He ex--I f.t least, of their own grievances to
road, at which the directors will deIs wanted for a conference.
their stars and ordering them who resumed his address begun
Washington, D. C, July 25. The cide whether to
ing
Texas,
Galveston,
July 25. One
his
accept
resignation
ected to be summoned to Washing
ft: st payment of $250,000 to Panama
have hundred and eighty-fivThe mine management consid-- terday.
Several Republicans
American refMr.
was
in recent communi"a
Brown
te n this afternoon or tonight.
Sen-- I
ft r the annual rental of the canal
in preparation.
ugees arrived here last night on board
Hon with the board here and It was ered calling for troops when one of tariff speeches
The ambassador arrived here this
zone was made today. The payment
the officers was beaten, but the dis- ator Works today devoted his atten- the steamship Texas from Vera Cruz
nfternoon on the steamship Mexico, V HUNGER STRIKE
de and Tampico.
is in addition to the $10,000.00(1 paid iir
turbance e"dfd
unitm 'io" ,f hie4"y
a,nd
he
a
made
had
of
the
8"ga,r hfdu,e;
personal
report
Vera
Cruz
.
MAY PROVE FATAL.
of the Ward line. He left
men
the
beet sugar
mines on fending
rash to Panama nine years ago.
The passengers will be held in
away to
in
Mexico.
situation
the south range.
London, July 25. The con- west and assailing free sugar in 1916 quarantine until July 29.
.'uly 17.
Today's installment was actually
.iO
48
left.
When
to
he
Mexico.
from
Mr. Wilson discussed conditions In K suiting physicians in attendance
25.
Mich.,
Whether as ruinous to that Industry.
due last February, though it was depercent of the railway system was in tiieCalumet, of slate July
on Mrs. Emmeliue
Mexico today, declaring American
The Senate planned to take the bill CHINESE REBELS LOSE
Pankhurst, X ferred until today for determination operation, Mr. Brown declared.
coming
troops to the cop-who was yesterday released from X whether it should go to Panama or the
er country means an end to violence up again, paragraph by paragraph,
lives and property are in danger from
IN IMPORTANT BATTLE.
X Holloway jail, take such a ser- - X rsrent state, Colombia.
o- - fresh outbreaks
was the chief sub- when the California senator concluded.
rebels and bandits.
'
ious view of her condition that Hi
"If the present government fails
At the request of the Panaman
Shanghai, China, July 25. The gov.
X AMERICA AND ASIA
S j'ct of discussion in Calumet today.
there will be a chaos," he said, "althey ordered
Senor Morales, the money was
Many look for clashes despite the GREECE AND 8ERVIA
today the im- - $
eminent forces here, helped by th
CONNECTED BY WIRELESS.
mediate resort to aransfusion of
REJECT PROPOSAL FOR PEACE guns of Admiral Tseng's warships,
I aid over to a representative of Wflt
policy of the Western Federation of
though at the present time the Huerta
n liam Nelson
blood.
Miners against the use of force by
fovernment controls all hut two of
Cromwell, of New York, X
repelled a fierce assault by the rebX
25.
Direct
Alaska,
Nome,
July
absoMrs. Pankhurt's weakness and $ i'nancial agent for the Panama
the states and should be soon in
Roumanla,
Bucharest,
els, who had been
July 25.
X wireless communication between X the men.
during
inanition from the effects of her
lute command of the whole country."
the night.
Brigade headquarters will be in Cal-- ' Greece and Servia today definitelv
X America and Asia is now an ac- - X
the
for
S "hunger and thirst strikes" are
the
Roumania
The
attacked
the
about
southerners
Mr. Wilson added:
tents
proposal
troops pitching
jected
furiously
X complished
United X
fact, the
so extreme. that great apprehen- conclusion of a provisional armistice at five o'clock this morning, but wer';
"I have been blamed for a great
HARNESS RACES CALLED
X States army signal
corps here lthe armory and adjacent fields.
sion
ut
is felt as to the outcome.
Nish. The driven off after prolonged fighting.
OFF BECAUSE OF RAIN X haviug been in nightly commun- - X: Many strikers gathered about Nuni-- during the conference
tfcal, but if I had not intervened after S
'
"She could be no worse," was X
The foreign consuls lodged a comthe bombardment of the city of MexBuffalo, N. Y., July 25. The grand
ication since Sunday with the X btr Two Calumet and Hecla shaft, two governments say they can consent
the statement made by pne of
made no demonstration. They to the cessation of hostilities only plaint with Admiral Tseng that shells
ico, the city would have been in
circuit races postponed yesterday on X Russian station at Anadyr. Si- after the signature of an armistice from the warships had fallen in th-the attendants today.
flames with a tremendous loss of life
H account of rain, were declared off at X beria, 500 miles west of Nome.
threatened, however, to go to the
j
noon today by Secretary H. S. Meally,
foreign concessions.
end destruction of property. I brought
x'perior boiler house of the Calumet and of the peace preliminaries.
TON.
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HEARD IN SANTA FE.

Special Sale I
BEANS

DYER PORK

THIS WEEK

THIS WEEK

!

ft GROCERY C
PHOITB 40.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

ST.

All over Santa
you hear
Doan's Kidney Pills are keeping up
tbe good work. Santa Fe people are
ttlling about It telling of bad backs

to Get
Rid of Eczema

BIG STORY
THE FINAL CHAPTER

n

Doan's

OF

THE EXPERIENCE

OF MORLEY AND NUSBAUM

n:ado sound again. You can believe
the testimony of your own townspeople. They tell it for the benefit of
If your back
you who are suffering.
aches, if you feel lame, sore and miserable, if the kidneys act too freor passages are painful,
quently,
scanty and off color, use Doan's Kid
ney Pills, the remedy that has helped
so many of your friends and neighbors. Follow this Santa Fe citizen's
advice and give Doan's a chance to do
the same for you.
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa
Fe, N". Mex., says: "I had backache
and my kidneys
acted too freely.
These ailments annoyed me for a
couple of years. I used about three
bcxes of Doan's Kidney Pills and was
given a permanent cure. I told of my
experience in a public statement at
that time and I am glad to endorse
Doan's Kidney Pills again."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
Foster-Milbur-

OF How

JULY 25, 1913.

It.

K"e

Kemember
the name
take no other.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

LAST INSTALLMENT

Backs Have Been Made
Kidney Ills Corrected.

States.

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

104 DON (JASPER

How Bad
Strong

FRIDAY,

SO

FAR -T-

HE

GIVEN OUT

cnoo

THATCHED-ROOFE-

CATINA LOOKED GOOD.

(Dy Winifred

An Effective Method that
Kills the Germs and
Makes New Skin.

Hogaboom.)

"The castillo, with its two lower
level wings, is abou' one hundred feet
l mg, the main temple being set flush
"Won't
Mferoweope
with the nearly
sea' Even Iilriillxli
perpendicular
1ler S. S. S. Grl
ward wall of the
Through.
leaving a small platform in
bruise your hand, you will no
If
f:ont and to the sides. A grand stair- - tire you
thai a scab forms, and when It
new skin has formed. I 'Id
fulls
off,
witn
low
v.ay, thirty feet wide,
It? No! Skin is the same as
balustrades still intact, ascends the i.iiiiunla dotinn.v
All aia
ainotv
in, .tin n t
front portion of this structure to the J,, ,ie fl.om tne bidod, from the
e
above. Entrance is gained by'ti.iuls that your stomueh and
medium-siserectangular door
euL
Zl
huio"''
ways, separated by two round stone h,, ;ie myriad of tiny blood vessels in
columns. Within there is a narrow th- - skin. Start from your
stom.nh,
.
"
,1".a
!,e
cerridor six feet wide, joinefl to a rear wh'
be lung belore you are tree of
wiu
o:je, nine feet wide by a single door- ei;; :.ma. Use S. S. S. fur a short time,
vay. Low, wide benches of masonry a'"' not only will eczemaDe disappear,
tne entire Mood will
renewed.
construction are found on three sides DinThere
is one
in S. S. S.
' the inner room, and at the ends wliii h serves theingredient
uetlve purpose of
each cellular purt of the
tnly of the front corridor. Narrow stiimilatinK
boiiy to tho healthy, judicious selection
oblong openings give scant light in the of
That
its own essential nutriment.
and rear room, but command a view of the iti why it regenerates the blood supply;
"'-'"-

Las Vegas, July 25. Preparations
are being made ai. Camp McDonald to
give a hearty welcome to the governor

values and our,

Complete Jtock.
yfe AE JUSTLY

intes-thre-

'i

PROUD, Tor, WE'VE
CoT the goods

i"-l-

why it has such a tremendous influence
in

you Come

m and szl our good

i

rH

bl pleased

To Have:

block-shape-

sea.

VESTERDAV WAS
PAY DAY AT THE
ENCAMPMENT

RESOLVED THAT

We will

TALK ABOUT A FINE STOCK OF HARDWARE, WHY, WE ARE JUST
AS PROUD AS WE CAN BE OF WHAT WE HAVE IN OUR STORE.
WE WILL BE ABLE TO WAIT UPON YOU QUICKLY. WE WANT TO
PLEASE YOU. WE WANT TO GIVE YOU THE BEST HARWARE THAT
IS MADE, AND WE WANT YOU TOBE SATISFIED WITH THE PRICE.
WE ARE SURE WE ARE IN A POSITION
TO SEND YOU
AWAY
PLEASED.

eczema, rash, pimples,
"The construction of this temple is und overcoming
all skin afflictions.
(iet a bottle of S. 8. S. at any drug
topically Mayan. All outBide walla
and you will not only feel briRht
WOOD-DAVIpre perpendicular, while the longer store,
t
font ir,.,t irllt ha tha nlf..
(.n.1 o
i! side walls at a height of six or seven u,re
jjfe.
s.
S.
is prepared
f new
8.
feet taper gradually inward until nly In the laboratory of The Swift PHONE 14.
Hwirt mug., Atlanta,
v ithin a few inches of touching.
A specific Co., i
(.la.
fat capstone is placed over this gap. Beware of any attempt to sell you
rnd a foot or more of rough rock and yonit'thinw "just as good."
l ine mortar forms the
roofing material.
This form of construction is LOST INTEREST
c ;mmonly known as the Mayan arch.

HARDWARE

S

COMPANY.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

PHONE 14.

of New Mexico, for whom the camp
was named, upon his arrival there
IN
HIGH ART
"The. outside wall is usually divided
this afternoon on an official visit of in
into two equal horizontal bands, the
as commander in chief of the;
spection
lower remaining smooth, plain and
Cincinnati, July 25. John PateroV,
New- - Mexico CJuard.
It is likely thai
i.f Cathage, no longer has the intense
while
the
carries
upper
the entire regiment will march froi.i
in art that he possessed.
the camp to the IiouJevard where it ready all of the decorative elements. interest
TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
His temperament stirred by a study
will meet the governor and
escort Vhe upper band of this building has
and the principal 'f that much discussed picture, "A
El Paso &
New Mexico Central
him back to the encampment grounds. the usual
consists of three niches, or eptemoer Morn,' Faterok visited a
eecoration
All the men of the regiment will be
SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. ML, AND RETORN, (12.10.
studio at 620 Vine
at their best when they are inspected expressed panels, containing more or photographer's;
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
and made known his desire to
and no doubt will make a creditable liss mutilated stucco figures, thelflreet
De
model
for
the
a
revised
edition
one
center
best
and
being
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporpreserved,
in
showing before the commander
of tlle Popular art study.
chief. The morning program consisted )( presenting a god, with elaborate
tant part. The grandfather would
The photographer seemed to share
of the regular morning work and the bead dress, in inverted position. These
in
above
the
Paterok's
soon
At
and
enthusiasm
the
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-hoa'e
doorways.
directly
general inspection of the camp by the corners
the entablature assume" lens of a camera was taking in tie
Lieutenant Rosell. This inspection
ern
and why all this light? To
the form of animal heads in low, flat tails of a "July Afternoon.'
will take in a period of about
A stranger entered the studio.
His
relief. Typical Mayan decorative ele
make the home more homelike to make
hours.
the model's
n'ents are spaced evenly along the up inartistic eye
spied
Tonight the governor and the
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
trousers on a chair. When the proof the New Mexico National I.er part, of the entablature.
saic
left
he
with
him
visi,or
carried
"On either side, on the ground level.
for fathe, mother and children. Oood light
Guard will be the guests of the Commercial club. The enlisted men will are larger, less ornate buildings, hav- - a" ,hat waa m the Pockets,
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
dance at the armory
at the dance ing the peculiarity of a flat roof, now
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
that is to be given by the First regi- fallen, which is very rare in Mayan
desired.
ment band. With these two socifil construction, and only found regular with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
affairs at hand there will be plen'y 'j. so far as is known, along the coast! cannot reach the seat of the disease,
L. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt, N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
of Quintana Roo. The rooms are large, Catarrh is a blood or constitutional!
going on.
Lieutenant Rosell stated that he and in their central axis two columns disease, and in order to cure it you
r EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
luid little doubt but that the inspection vere erected to suitable heights, mak-ir- ycu must take internal
remedies.
would prove satisfactory. The
three equal spaces. On these, Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internprogram will be the big fea- und to the wall, double zapote wood ally, and acts directly upon the blood
ture of the day. Governor McDonaV lintels were laid, and crossed trans and mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh
probably will visit the camp at 2::;0 versely by pairs of smaller logs, reach Cure is not a quack medioine. It was
o'clock when the program will begin ii g from the center to the side walls, prescribed by one- of the best physi-OThe general view of the militia, fol
this latticed frame work the
in this country for years and is
?
R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.
lowed by the regimental parade and ing of rock and mortar was laid to the a regular prescription. It is composed
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
a band concert by the First regiment depth of
of the best tonics known, combined
nearly a foot
'Tbe. West Point of the Southwest.
band will complete the program for Ftcond Stories Made
IENT as to touch the button and
By Filling the with the best blood purifiers, acting
the day.
First.
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
JRanked as "Distinguished
your stove is ready to cook your
With only two more days of activi"Directly in front of the castillo, perfect combination of the two ingred
Institution " by the U S. ties ahead
the New Mexico National and ahout the more or less regular ients is what produces such wonderiron ready to use, your toasted
Guard went through Its maneuvers court, are seven other structures, one ful results in
War Department.
curing catarrh. Send foi
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuwith skill and precision commendable very elaborate having a
free.
In
beautiful
Pecot
Located the
testimonials,
to
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
volunteer
soldiers.
above
a
3,700
entrance
with
RHnctimrv
feet
F.
sealevel,
CHENEY
J.
& Co., Props.
Valley.
Yesterday was pay day for the sol- - j,. the rear room and a second story
sunshine every day. Ones air
Ohio.
Toledo,
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatGene- diers, much to their pleasure.
work throughout the entire sesSold by Druggist, price 75c.
direc(y above. As a ireneial rnle..
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
sion. Conditions for physical
diers, much to their pleasure. Gener v,nen ,., Rtnrv waa , ha UUt,u Take Hall's Family Pill
r
and mental development are
is'
for
and
started
the
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
yesterday morning
tbe lower one. was filled with rock and
IDEAL such as cannot be found
nuance of money at 1 o'clock. This n.ortar to
make
a
stable foundation
day and night Estimates and full inforelsewhere In America. Fourday is the one day that is looked for- fcr the
construction
The
above.
heavy
teen officers and Instructors, all
mation cheeerfully given.
ward to not only by all the men, bill h
terior of the entrance and hortal,
graduates from standard Eastofficers
it
the
is
as
then
tha:
also,
by
Ten
buildings,
ern colleges.
after being evenly plastered, was comX!?
they realize 'that they are not amateui
modern In every respect.
covered with colored paintings
soldiers, but recognized troops of the pletely
the
life of the people.
Regents
United States. The militia is a volun- representing
E. A. CAHOON, President.
teer organization, but its value to the These paintings are, in part, extreme1. E. RHEA
well preserved.
The cenote,
ot
state is not thoroughly
appreciated ly
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
In a recent newspaper adverwell, which supplies the community
of
the
civilians
state.
the
by
W.
JOHN
PO, Secretary.
with fresh water, is located bear the
we' saw the following
tisement
P1NLAY.
A.
W.
sentence:
WILL ATTEND SUMMER SCHOOL surrounding wall north of the Caso For particulars and Illustrated eata-gntillo."
TO STUDY POTTERY MAKING.
address,
The explorers remained about the
"Not only is our merchandise
1
I
of the very highest quality, but
Br. W. T. Brown, of the Valmora ruins for several hours, and it is hard-!THE AMERICAN
C0LJAS.W.WILLSON,Supt.
to state that their presnecessary
our
store
is
service
N.
located
at
Watrous,
Sanatorium,
studiously
ence there did not become known tc
M., will attend the Summer School ol
polite, efficient and obliging."
the
else
Indians,
the
from
report
in
order to make a
Archaeology here
which the
This kind of retailing Is what
thorough study of the process of pot- would neverabove extracts are taken
have been written. The
tery making which will be carried on
the
public has a right to expect
taken
in the placita at the rear of the Palace greatest caution possible was
and
does expect. It is the kind
io
keep their presence from being disf the Governors by the Indians from
of
that the progies;ve
and
vie-covered,
after
a
final
retailing
taking
San Ildefonso
and
Santa Clara
of the wonderful expanse of Jungle
merchants are offering to their
r.ueblos.
visible from the highest point of the
patrons and telling them about
Dr. Brown is introducing several inthe
castillo,
returned
explorers
in the columns of the best news-- '
dustrial features at his sanatorium,
fctealthily to the shore, woke up their
which is supported largely by leading drunken
papers.
guards, and prepared to rewholesale, retail and banking firms of turn to their
f
sloop.
When one goes shopping
in
Chicago and believes that the type of
After many upsets in the boiliig
made
l ottery
these days of progressive retailby Santa Te's neighbor- surf the
explorers found themselves
ing pueblos can be profitably made un again
ing it is best to start out for?.
the
and
treading
decks,
present
der scientific management.
fied with all of the available Inly a worse situation confronted the r,
Other western pottery, notably ths than they had just overcome.
formation it is possible to seVan
ware
of Colorado
Briggle
The little sloop made terrible wo.V.
cure.
. . . $16.35
. .
i
first-cla- ss
Springs, has proven a commercial suc- of riding the heavy sea surf far out
only realized the business-buildin- g
doubt1
cess
no
and
are
there
valuable
flora
A careful reading of our adCol' do
the
18.15
was
and
so
shore,
badly
. . .
and
stationery, you would choose your own Bond
clay deposits throughout New Mexico wrenched in doing so that constant
. . .
vertising columns from day to
that will some day furnish material laling had to be resorted to in order to
. . .
not
not
intrust
selection
its
a
saves
to
much
subordinate
time
day,
only
for equally valuable products.
keep her afloat until noon of the next
. . .
i 40.00
and worry, but shows ore
day, when the voyagers arrived again
to make
And,
where one may secure satisfacbusiness
you
at San Miguel.
New York
. . . 51.85
The report says: "No Broadway
M
10091 efficient, you would specify
tory service and attention.
hotel ever looked better to us, or
On Sale
1st
September 30th.
more inviting, than the little thatch
roofed catina where we took our be
lated noon-dameal."
NOTICE TO
It was impossible for the explorers
Now is the Time to Get Rid of These
of
to
all
accomplish
of the original pur
Ugly Spots.
of
There's no longer the slightest need poses or tneir expedition, but they CarDemers
of feeling ashamed of your freckles, brought back much priceless material
the prescription othine double for the San Diego exposition in 19 !",
I am offering for tale my
For additional information call on or address
Water-Marstrength is guaranteed to remove raciuamg pnotographs and moving
BUSINESS & FIXTURES
these homely spots.
picture films illustrating the life of the
The De Luxe Business
pf opie of the
cheap, on account of other
Simply get an ounce of othine
country thy
double strength from your druggist 'isitea. I nese will be of ereat edura.
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
business taking up my
druggist and apply a little of it night tional value, forming, as they will, a
because by comparison you would find
COUPON
time. A good paying propand morning and you should soon see i an or me wonderful exhibit of man's
osition and will bare the
BOND is far beyond the average Bond
that even the worst freckles have progress from the earliest days of his
in quality
begun to disappear, while the lighter tory to the present, that Dr. Hewett,
the closest investigation.
character impressiveness, and
makes
ones have vanished entirely. It is sel- with the aid of the American School
dom that more than an ounce is need- of Archaeology and the Smithsonian
really productive,
ed to completely clear the skin and Institute is preparing
for the San
gain a beautiful clear complexion.
Diego exposition.
NOVELTY WORKS.
Be sure to ask for the double
specify
today. And see the
License Numbers, f f f7.
strength othine as this is sold under
9
Day or Ni;ht Phone, 1 JO Main.
difference.
us
104
show you samples.
Galisteo
104
guarantee of money back If it fails
Next Door to Postofflce.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
to remove freckles.
157
W.
SANTA
N.
M.
FE,
Telephone
Santa Fa, N. M.
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Chicago
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Detroit
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St. Paul
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66.45
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Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date sale.
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WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

your
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FUNERAL DIRECTORS
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For quick results, a
little "WANT."
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Let
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SANTA

FRIDAY, JULY 25, 1913.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Sealed proposals will be received Dy
the Hoard of Regents of the
Normal School up to j2
o'clock, noon, the Mth day of August,
of their build1913, for the
ing at El Rito, Rio Arriba county, New
Mexico, according to plans and specifications on file at the office of I. H.
and W. tC. Happ Co., Architects, Santa
Fe, N. M. and Trinidad, Colo. Separate bids will be received on plumbing
and heating.
A certified check ot 7 per cent of
the amount of the bid must accompany
each proposal as a guarantee that the
contractor will enter Into contract and
furnish an approved surety band from
a reliable bonding company authorized
to do business in the State of New
Mexico, lu the sum of 63 per cent of
the amount of the bid.
The contractor must stale in his
proposal the shortest time he wi'l
agree to complete the contract.
Address all proposals to Francisco
President of the Board,
Delgado,
Santa Pe, New Mexico.
Proposals must be submitted on

blank forms furnished
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By MACDONALD. Wuttemore's
Shoe Polishes'
It
-WHAT IS THE REASON I

WHAT'S THE REASON ?

tects.

The Board reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
FRANCISCO DRLOAJK).
AtteBt:
President.
SAMUEL ELDODT, Secretary.

n

Spanish-America-

by the archi-

Ft

WHEN

VOU

COrcDE.RL

From

THAT

THI5 CITIZEN HAS TO BUY ALL
SORTS OP COUNTRY PRODUCE.

COLORADO SPRINGS TIED
IN SYMPATHETIC STRIKE.
Pueblo, Colo., July 23. Owing To
the inability of the union teamsters to
r ake any headway in their strike for
gher wages, sympathetic strikes
were started today by other unions
and by noon nearly Pino men were on
sirike all over the city.
t'nion men refused to handle anything hauled by
teamsters,
promptly (luitting their jobs. Worii
bag been suspended on a number of
buildings, including the First National
bank building, where 200 men left
tl eir jobs.
Carpenters, masons and
plumbers are principally involved in
he sympathetic strike.
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THERE ISN'T A CENTRAL MARKET WHERE
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Albany Street, Cambridge, Mass.
and jitxt'sf ATtitintactureis a
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Smt
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Id.

the Fifteenth anil Vine Hlreets 6tn-- j
tion the young man told his Htory.
"f want my two little girls at. home,"
he h:iU1, "to know that although their
father was weak anil dill wrong, he
had the courage to try and make up
for it."
to

j

GREEN CORN DANCE

CERRILLOS LUMP

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

"WENCH GLOSS," Jt'.
lilmi.
"IHUVIY"i'ubliiation
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BROS. & CO.,
oil

WHO SECURES IT FROM A
FARMER vVriO 13 LUCKY lp
HE GETS ANY PROFIT

GETS IT FROM A COMMISSION MAN WHO GETS A
COMMISSION
MAM'S PROFIT
WHO

always

FACTORY
SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZE5.

LARCEST VARIETY

QUALITY

ON AUGUST 4
the statutes of I'nitecl States and of Into effect to end the transnortatii
GREATEST OBJECT LESSON TO AMERICAN PEOPLE OF EVILS Massachusetts.
monopoly in New Kngland.
toniwi
Thin the system unwisely tint:
ttio iWuhkil-Ti,,. r.ii-.- i
The (Ireen Corn Dance of the San'o
OF MONOPOLY IS NEW HAVEN R'Y, WRITES BRANDEIS.
liiiH..ttK laws uoverning railroad cor- gether must he broken up and t!i".
Pueblo Indians will be hell
Domingo
should
in
direction
this
'.list
defied
nortitions were imnndeiitlv
ami,
step
usual on August 4th.
jas
Inof
the
;he abrogation
partnership
many of these breeches of law
The dance is one of the most im-- !
volved also the most serious breaches agreement between the New York
Famous "People's Lawyer," In Spec- the traveling public have had to
and picturesque of air the
portant
roads.
wrecks
unnumbered
aim of faith with .Massachusetts. Promise Central and the New Haven
ial Article for The New Mexican,
of the
summer ceremonials
Tells the Story of Widespread Suf- much inconvenience, and to the in- - after promise made and remade in The next step must be to improve Pueblos and is the least corrupted by
eonditions.
most
solemn
stockholders
the
as
under
the
transportation
Disaster
vestors
a
of
and
Result
par writing
fering and
outside Influences.
must le
The illegal monopoly
the process of monopolization ditiou were lightly broken,
Monopolization of Transportation in
Arrangements are being made by
The power wrongfully
New England Declares that Hege has been frankly disastrous.
For vears tnere i1HH been a persist- broken up.
the School of American Archaeology
Combine Must Be Broken Up.
f these losses fell only on large out campaign of lying and suppression created will fall with dismemberment
jto run the usual excursion train di
By LOUIS E. TillA.VDEfS.
stockholders and the rich, the situa- - and of almost unequalled niisrepreaen- - of the system.
While the far.)
rect, to the pueblo.
n
travelfro
so
lamentable. I'u'. Uation to prevent the actual facts
The stockholders, shippers,
Written for the Santa Fe New Mexican ition would not be
has not yet been announced, It Is be
The New York, New Haven and the stockholders' .losses are bonn being known. All the power of this ing public and, above all, the people lieved that the usual low rate of $2.00
Hartford career in monopolizing ra!'-- j mainly by people of small means, by '.great railroad system and the great of the New Kngland stales cannot be for the round
trip which has been
road transportation in New England small trust estates, by widows and banking system allied with it have freed in any other way.
during the past, two years
granted
in.l
2.".,
19K!.
truth
to
in
the
used
the
been
invested
.Mass.,
who
lloston,
have
suppress
July
orphans
will be secured by If. S. Lutz, A. T.
and ti e
Istotk of these railroads unde sane to make the stockholders
& S. F. agent.
Those who plan to
well
was
all
that,
believe
Ition of the court as trust, investment community
excursion should notify the
the
join
of undoubted safety.
,when so much was wrong.
School as early as possible so that
Those who bought New York, New
perliips more serious even
ample
provision can be made for carHaven and Hartford stock in the
tlian all else, was the great power
Yesterday was slightly warmer and rying the large crowd which is ex'lief that it was stock in a great and exert:iel by the combination under
clear, with distant showers over ihi? pected to attend.
strong railroad company find that all
legislators and the public were ivountains.
The highest temperature j
of
railroad
the
the earning capacity
0 disregard the interest of 'he
at ,s YOU CANT HIT HARRV
in
property is consumed in paying intoi- - j,roplo. and a large part of the poor.se was 79 degreesfi2 the afternoon
.'clock, with
degrees registered atj
est and other charges on properties - themselves were cowed into the
railroad properties and which tuude of slaves. It, is literally true :i a .in. This gave an average for thej- HE WAS AN ELECTRIC LIGHT.
day of t;; degrees which' was two deiwere acquired to effect the illegal Pr- tliat the power of the combination
Minneapolis, July 25. C. W. Simof monopolizing transportation in jdeavoriug to effect this transportation gtees under the 41 year average for mons has a valuable horse called Har;Nev Kngland.
monopoly has been so great as to 'e- .Inly. The humidity yesterday averag ry. He proposes to continue to ke i)
in
him fn good physical condition,
These thousands of innocent small prive for years a large part of our eci 44 per cent. There was some wind
yesterday afternoon, the highest ve- spite of the automobiles that infest
stockholders now find that not onr peoplemany of them important
cent of dividends have come to them ness men of liberty or speech and il city reached being VZ miles at '!::!!) Minneapolis' streets.
from the southwest.
Recently he litted to the bridle,
from New York, New Haven & Hart-- j action.
ford railroad, their only hope of divi- The lowest temperature last night between the horse's ears an electric
i
B1Il.n object lesson of the evil
(lends being from a miscellaneous l:t!0f monopoly and of big business has v as 51 degrees and the low mark re'of trolley properties, steamship prop ever been presented to the American ported Iron) the other stations was as
erties, electric light properties and people, and not. only New England, but follows:
lOther investments, or in equities l;i the whole country is to lie eongratulal
Amarillo, HI; Bismarck, fS; Boise,
m
other railroad enterprises into which ed on the recent event which indicates '2: Cheyenne, IS; Dodge City, fi4; Du-- j
th.Mr
unconscionno
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that
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that this great, illegal,
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rengo, Ni; Flagstaff, 42; Crand June-trustees were engaging.
able power is at least crumpled.
tion, Oil; Helena, fil: Kansas City, tid;
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No mere change of president
Lander, fill; Los Angeles, (ifl; Mode-la- ,
G2:
during the last 10 years has motd result of this effort to monopolize bring the relief that is needed. The
Portland,
Hi; I'hoenix, 70;
seriously affected the prosperity of transportation of an important, sectio'i board of directors, whose faithful ser- Pueblo, 51: Rapid City, 5S; Koseburg,
the community. Statistics of results J0r tne United States, (he effect mora' vant Mr. Mellen has been, should nil
Koswell. (11: Salt Lake, 0; San
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and methods of procedure are now of Ijy and socially has been far more ser- - resign.
1'iancisco, 5S; Spokane, (iti; Tonopah,
commission'
commerce
tin:
minor importance.
ious. 'Monopolization is pursued no' interstate
"i2; Winnemucca, 54.
Suffice it is to say that business only in disregard of the laws of busi- the trolley and steamship systems be
Local Data.
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men suffered from Inadequate service, ness and finance, but in disregard or separated from the railroad must
Highest temperature yesterday, 7!.
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"Pve had myStudebaker

and not

15 years

j

-

a cent for repairs"

-

A word of just praise for a wagon that has
done its work faithfully and well.
Men become attached to their Studebakers
proud of them.
Because they realize that a Studebaker is
built on honor and with an experience in wagon
building that dates back to 852.
Studebaker wagons are a result of that long
experience, coupled with a desire to build the
best wagons, not cheap ones.
1

And when your dealer says "Buy a Studebaker
there's no better wagon made" he's giving you
the verdict of a million farmers. He is not asking
you to try an experiment.
Farm Wagons
Dump Wagons
Business Wagons

r;

Trucks

Delivery Wagon
BuKgiea
Surreys
Harness
Pony Carts
See out Dealer ot write at.

South Bend, Ind.

STUDEBAKER
NEW YORK
MINNEAPOLIS

CHICAGO
DALLAS
SALT LAKE CITY
SAN

TANGO?

CITY
DENVER
PORTLAND. ORE.

KANSAS
FRANCISCO

0

DEAR, NO!

" RYTHMIC

THIS IS

ART,

OF

IT'S

DON'T YOU KNOW?

EXPRESSION," THE NEW
STUNT

HIGH BROW
j

" 400."

THE

Rubber Stamps.

j

PRICE LIST.

nt

Mc
over 2 1.2 inches leag
Stamp,
Each additional line en stamp
Ifc
One-liStamp, over 2 -2 and not over 3 -2 niches toag- - 30s
13c
Each additional line on stamp
One-li2Sc
and not over 5 inches tone;
stamp, over
Each additional line en same stamp
He
One-li- ne
Me
5
over
inch
inches
Stamp,
long per
Each additional line, same price. (Curved Hnes
n Stamp count s two Hnes).
25c extra
Borders ot ail shapes, under 3 Incites lone
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used Is
inch in Msa, we charge for one Hne for each
over one-ha- lf
inch er fraction. '
one-ba- lf
ne

1-

1-

i

ne

1-

JK

SSc

-2

1-

-3

-4

Inch

-8

Inch.. ..

Defiance Model Band Dater

SELF-INKIN1

2
4

.2s23-44 x4

3--

x9,

,
-4,

15
35

ctsj
cts:

LM
1

STAMP PADS.

G
2x33-4,35ct-s;

3

-8

x ,

6t ctsj

2
4

-4

z3

1- -2

s7

1-

,d

2,
1--

50c
JSc
25c

tM

Facsimile Signature Rubber Swamp and Weed Cut
Pearl Check Protector

2,

UScts. Ah cetera. Stamp
Ink, 25 cts per
TYPE
SPECIMENS
FOR
ADDRESS,

j

2 eta ;
7$ cts ;
I

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO
SANTA FE, NKV

MEXICO.

"

Conditions.
Relatively low barometer prevails
over much of the western country this
morning, with slight centers of lowest pressure over New Mexico and
Montana. Considerable cloudiness if,
present, and showers have occurred
in eastern Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho
northern Nevada, Oregon and Wash
ington. Little change has occurred in
temperature, although it is inclined
upward over most of the plains country and the eastern slope of the
Vockies.
Conditions
locally favor
I
hut generally fair
artly cloudy,
weather over Saturday.

I

j

DLL!
ARROW
ELECTRIC

POINTS TO
LIGHT UULR

HARRY'S

light that is a headlight in fflofa
senses than one.
"I am not going to take a chance on
his being smashed up by an autorve
bile," says Simmons.
The ordinances of the city require
vehicles, as
HANDS
lights on all
well as automobiles, and the electric
SURRENDERS light shining between Harry's ears has
been held to compjy with the require- Philadelphia,
July 25. Sergeant ments.
The light is fed by a storage
Daly and two policemen were strug- to put a militant drunk Into aUery on the harness saddle,
Harry is a pet horse. For 16 year.
patrol wagon at Fifteenth and Mar-- j
ket streets when a
youngjhe has been the family driving horse.
and ta.ke3
He is full of mischief
5
men, with a look ot hopelessness in
his eyes, tapped the sergeant on the delight in untying the apron strings of
Simmons' little daughter and of the
arm.
"What do you want?" inquired the Simmons maid.
sergeant, who was breathing hard
from his exertions.
"I want you to take me, too." replied the young man, with a note of Do you realize the fact that thousands ot
women are now using
appeal in bis voice.
"Take you," ejaculated the sergeant
In astonishment, "why should 1 arrest
you?"
"I am tired of hiding," said the
young man with a weary voice. "1
A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
can't stand the way my conscience
hurts any longer. I stole $4,000 from as a remedy for mucous membrane afthe American Express Company in St. fections, such as sore throat, nasal or
Louis, where I was employed as an pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulcera"
agent, and since then my life has been tion, caused by female ills' Women who
i.i
hell. When I saw you arresting that have been cured say "it is worth ita
Our picture shows Miss Mildred Au- drunk I
er every morning at least half a nun- what a relief it would weight in gold. " Dissolve in water and
"Atlanta's Race." She is be to dothought
di ed society maids and matrons of Uerson in
that to me too. Here's the apply locally. For ten years the Lydia
shown picking up the golden apple.
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recoml.igh society.
money, so take me."
calculat-roheis
of
mended
Paxtine in their private corman
The
roll
a
in
mrust
expression"
all
"Rhythmic
young
are
great
garbed
They
which, ed to show women how to "express bills into the sergeant's hand and respondence with women.
of "classic simplicity,"
For all hygienic and toilet uses It naa
stepped toward the wagon.
ps they say, "give to their bodies an the mind by means of the body."
The sergeant whistled his amaze-- ! no eauaL Only 50c. a large box at Drue- Miss Noyes declares it will some
absolute freedom of movement."
on receipt of price.
Thus clad, these women "Interpret " I'ry be taught in all the public schools nient and thp pvph of tht tan pnnners eists or sent postpaid
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston. Mass.
On the way
ii. the world.
popped with wonderment.
famous mythological scenes.
horse-draw-

n

j

bat-glin-

DATES, ETC.
inch
aay town and date, for
and
Dater
inch
month,
in
day
year
Ledger
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Regular Line Dater month, any and year,
Local Dater

temperature.

COP $4,000
AN0

1- -2

j

For Santa Fe and vicinity:
Partly
cloudy, but generally fair tonight and
Saturday.
For New Mexico: Tonight and Sat
u day generally fair, not much cluing'.!
ni

j

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WOTTING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OP
A RUBBER STAMP
YOUR BUSINESS, REfeEMBER
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A OREAT DEAL OF TIME.
PEOPLE ARE USINQ RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

e

year, 73.
Lowest temperature this date last
year, 58.
Kxtreme this date, 41 years record,
lnghest, 'III in 1X7.').
Kxtreme this date, 41 years record,
lowest, 4S in IS75.

Forecast.
fcOav.

One-Hn-

AY A

i

4w,fV"i

jf

The "400" has a new one.
It's called "rhythmic expression"
and they're practicing it down in the
hills of Massachusetts in the secluded
little village of Sharon,
j
The high priestess of the cult is
Jfiss Florence Noyes. She calls her
p'ace "Studio House," and there gath
j

i

'bJ" f$

pale-face-

w

'fan,

rv

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

i

white-drape-

;

i
j
j
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BASEBALL.
National League.
Won Lost;
Bl

Chicago

50
46

Pittsburg

44

Brooklyn
Boston
St. Louis
Cincinnati

37
35
35

Philadelphia

39

American
Club
Philadelphia :
Cleveland
Washington
Chicago
Boston
Detroit
St. Louis
New York

26
33
43
43
43
49
54
56

League.
Won Lost
64

27

55

37

52

39
45
46
57

51
42
39
38
28

5!)
5;)

American Association.
Won Lost
Club
Kv
61
Milwaukee
43
54
Louisville .
4!
Co'imibus .
i inn?
45
spoils
52
Kant as City
J'0i'J(l0

St. Paul

..

.43

Jiidiu-iiiuoli-

55
57
5

Western League.
Club
Denver
Des Moines
Lincoln
Omaha
St. Joseph
Topeka
Sioux City
Wichita
.

Won Lost
62
52
48
4S
45
40
39

36

30
41

44
46
57
49
.54
59

National League.
Philadelphia at Pittsburg.
American League.
Chicago at Boston.
St. Louis at Washington.
Detroit at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at New York.

p,'
g

aston-ihhin-

SHORTSTOP

American Association.
Columbus at Indianapolis.
Louisville at Toledo.
Milwaukee at Kansas City.
Minneapolis at St. Paul;-

OF THE ST. PAUL CLUB.

one of these wonders. He is the best
young infielder in the biggest of the
minor leagues this year. Scott is the
property of the Boston team of temporary world's champions and is play-ir.with St. Paul under an optional
agreement, or something else whereby
both clubs can avoid the
clause.
Last year Scott played with the
Portsmouth, O., team, where a Boston
scout nicked him up. He was Bent to
St. Paul this year for needed season-,- '
By fall he will ready for the big
g

g

DICTIONARY
the; merriam webster

Diggs-Caminet-

SEC'V

(SUISITING

Mc-Na-

tele-srai-

WALL STREET

Iff

ring and will be given a chance to
thow in the American league, doubtless.
The boy is a sparkling fielder, one
A the best In the game right now. Ho
l'as been hitting well, too, having an
National League.
average of .290, and he is fifth in the
association in stolen bases. But it is
i'.s a fielder that he shines brightest
At Pittsburg-Philadel- phia
2
and while he may have to wait a few
V
12
years to displace Gardner, Yerkes or Pittsburg
Heinle Wagner, it doesn't seem prob- Seaton, Chalmers; Marshall and
able that he will play another year in lifer, Dooiu; Hendrix and Simon.
the minors.
American League.

Today's Games.

-

w

-

anti-trus-

four-point-

t

f

oEMI-FINAL-

Where They Play Today

It is nothing uncommon for major
If ague players to perform so sensationally that they are talked and written about. That's what they are major leaguers for.
But every once in a while some
youngster in a big or little minor
ague begins to cut up in so
a manner that he immediately
becomes an attraction and the scolrts
cemp upon his trail. Thus he becomes
a "wonder."
Midget Scott, shortstop of the St.
1 aul American association
team, iB

Ter-ssic- h

Standing of the Clubs.

LEAGUE.

Club
New York

MIDGET SCOTT, THE SENSATIONAL

WEBSTER'S
NEW

noon with J. C. Lowney, Yanco
and Guy E. Miller, members of
the executive board of the federation.
Washington, D. C, July 25. Repre- Mahoney came from the Atlantic City
anoJie;1 conference of the American Federasentative Kabn introduced
resolution today relating to the
tion of Labor and it was
that
white slave cases in San he brought assurances ofreported
of
support
Francisco.
It would direct Attorney the national organization.
The Only New unabridged dicGeneral McReynolds to give the house
tionary in many years.
"a copy of his telegram dated May
Contains the pith and essence
DANIELS
16", 1913
(more than a month prior
of tin authoritative library.
to the date when Mr. Wilson, secreCovers every field of knowlPet. tary of labor, telephoned to the atedge. An Encyclopedia in a
.701 torney
FRISCO TODAV
general in regard to a
single book.
.602
of the Caminetta case) di
The
Only Dictionary with the
.517
New Divided Page.
recting United States Attorney
San Francisco. Calif., July 25.
.506
to take no further affirmative ac- "After the Panama canal is
2700 Pages.
open, the 400,000 Words.
.476 tion against Diggs and Caminetti unCost nearly
Illustrations.
6000
fleet
of
American
the
navy
.430 der white slave indictments until fur- battleship
half a million dollars.
will be as much in the Pacific as in
.393 ther directed by the attorney general,
Let us tell you about this most
the Atlantic."
.385 ;"id also copies of the memorandum
remarkable single volume.
This was the declaration here today
Write for simple
placed in the jflles of (lie office of the of Secretary Daniels of the navy depaces, full par
i.iiorney general in connection with partment on his arrival from Los AnPet. r relating to the sending of such
ticulars, etc.
geles.
.598
Name this
fleet probably
"The
will
pass
.598
paper and
The resolution was referred to the through the canal next April," conwo will
.571
w
W.V
committee.
W.rr
Vtoml
tinued the secretary, "and of course
Judiciary
send free
.531
its presence in these waters will mean
nsctcf
.477
Pocket
the establishment of a naval base, with
.406
Maps
dry docks and all the other equipment
.3:2
necessary for the maintenance of a
.322
fleet.
New York, July 25. In comparison
"I am here to examine the sites
with its recent course, today's market
W.fl.4?
Pet. showed considerable early irregular- - suggested for a dry dock on San Fran- It X.
';G.&C. Merriam Co.
.610 My. leading Issues inclining
lower. cisco Bay. My thought is to get a
Sprillgflelfl, Masn.fS
.sr,7
hile specialties and minor shares comprehensive idea of the topography
so that when the reports of the ex
.516 jw ere up 1 to 3 points.
.5 16
Overnight news was of mixed char- perts are submitted later I shall be
was necessary, and he called the no-A T ricter, including information of a more able to read them intelligently.
Tho sightseers were driven out
lice.
t
.43b definite
policy by Washingin a disgruntled flock, and stood on
.4'LI ton and lower London prices for Am
BALLOON INVADES
the street or rain.
erican stocks. This was offset by a
said about the alderman
rise in French bonds, a favorable stateALDERMAN'S YARD forWhat they their
6how might have
spoiling
ment by the German banks and
some effect in November next year,
Pet. trength in foreign coppers.
Detroit, July 23. Alderman James
that the greater part of them
.674
Before noon, however,
the local Vernor hopes that balloons are like except
ame from the east side of the city,
.559 .narket fumed strong, New Haven ris
lightning in that they do not strike 01,iBlde of the Second ward,
.522 Mig almost
with best twice in the same place.
The damage to the premises will re-.511
rices for the present movement in
If they do, he says he is going to g(t iquire the sale of a number of cases o
.189 hteei, Amalgamated and union Pac'iia
homb-nrooon his back earden. and ginger ale.
.44H Government bonds were
irregular.
erect a Chinese wall across his front
.41.9
The forenoon advance caused a bet iwn.
ALLIS AND WOOD VICTORS
.37( ter feeling respecting money and in-Members of the Arbeiter society
IN GOLF
vestment conditions. Buying extend- - PUj0yed a balloon ascension at "Baldy"
" t0 a11 classes of 8tocks' incIudinS.Ortmann's gardens,
in Hamtramck.
Chicago, 111., July 25. E. P. Allis,
tll0Sfi recently
scrutinized in bat',: George Weliman was the star, and it
III., of Milwaukee, and Warren K.
to a v as a good performance,
loans. Atiuiiionai gains or
were victors in the
point, were niaue in tne active nsr v. no witnessed it saia. weuman went Wood, of Chicago,
semi-fina- l
round of the Western Golf
while specialties were up 1 to
i p about a half mile and landed in his
association tournament at the Home-woopoints.
on Chene street near
Country club today. Allis
Harriman stocks figured conspicu- parachute,
avenue.
The balloon, however,
Robert Gardner, of Hinsdale, 0
ously In the later rise, the excellent did not descend when its owned did.
Wood defeated Joseph LeDuc
1.
and
June earnings of Union Pacific indue-lin- That is
why Alderman Vernor is nurs- oi Calumet, 8 and 7.
increased buying of that stock.
cut-ubroken rosebushes and
In other quarters the advance was also ing divers
patches of sod, together with a MAY BRING McFARLAND
significant, coppers, steel and coalerR,
grouch on balloons.
AND RITCHIE TOGETHER.
ruling materially over yesterday's
Lifesized hot-ai- r
balloons are not
j closing figures.
Chicago,
July ,25. Negotiations
15
conThe market closed irregular. Trad common visitors in the vicinity of
vere begun today for a
Alderwhere
West
Canfield
avenue,
Iris took profits liberally and canbetween Packey McFarland and
test
lives. After Weliman
celled the advance in the recognized man Vernor
Willie Ritchie to be held in Milwaudropped, the ballon, after the n(ianner kee
K aders.
Bear selling of Canadian
early in October. It was announcof
.
gracefully
. ... ... ,t
McFarland had agreed and
,o
ed
that
An
does
turned
iTeasea me uosire 10 sen oilier stocivs. nette Kellerman, the driver, and made tiiat Ritchie was considering the
its way earthward.
LONG STRIKE IS PROPABLE.
A current of wind took it in tow,
AND YOUNG MATCHED.
however, and carried It over Wood- WILLARD
6 4
Los
from page one).
Angeles,
July 25. Jess Willard
(Continued
trail1
black
of
ward avenue. The
8 1
smoke that followed it mierht have and Bull Young, white hopes, were
Kit
It was indicated that no!been the 8hadow of a fan.shaped body matched today for .a
hoxing
attempt would be made to break upjof men and boys that chased it along lout August 22, at the Vernon arena.
the organized demonstrations of the tBe streets, growing larger until the
miners until after a sufficient force tag suddenly collapsed
It will not pay you to waste your
in Vernon's
was at hand to protect the entire dis- i..icii yard
time writing out your legal forma
trict and act aa a mobile force. An Alderman Vernor and his family when you can get them already print4 2
illustration of the difficulties of the were interested in the aerial visitor, ed at the New Mexican Printing com
2 4
situation was found in the fact that to- but they were much upset when 200 pan.
and
day's outbreak on the south range was or more citizens, young and old, raced
Work for the New Mexican. It la
approximately thirty miles from the into the yard like the crowd at a free
Calumet armory.
show when the gate is opened. About working, for you, for Santa Fe and
of the two minutes convinced him that help
C. E. Mahoney,
9 2
new state.

INTERNATIONAL

SENSATIONAL ST. PAUL SHORTSTOP, SCOTT
MARVEL

Western Federation of Miners arrived
today and inspected the entire district. He held a meeting this after-

COMINETTl CASE
AGAIN SUBJECT
OF DISCUSSION
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chez displayed remarkable cleverness
At Philadelphia-Detr- oit
Italian boy.
;
0
"Why that kid's too small to have and made Hungiro look like a rani
4
Philadelphia
even a foul on him," laughed Chief novice.
Dubuc and Stallage; Shawkey
Johnson, but Bescher said nothing.
Lapp.
This game was the last of the series
promChicago, July 24. Several
and Cincinnati won, although Bescher AMERICANS GET
are
At Boston
ising young spitba.ll pitchers
didn't get a hit. But he insisted the
EVEN BREAK FOR
to have their careers in the lad had brought luck to the whole
5
the
Chicago
:
TENNIS TROPHY Boston
7 11 3
majors ruined by the inefficient work team. Bates agreed with him and
cf catchers.
Cicotte, Russell, Benz and Schalk,
the rest followed suit.
GERTRUDE CONCANNON, WHO WILL APPEAR IN CONCERT AT THE SCOTTISH RITE CATHEDRAL
There have been cases where back- - The boy feel asleep on the subway
Wimbledon,
Eng., July 25. The Kuhn; Bedient, Leonard and Carrigan. TONIGHT.
twirlers
recruit
have
discouraged
stops
train that night and Bescher carried Lnited States and England broke even
either
because
of spitball ability
At Washington
they
ihim a1 11e way home. But. he thought today in the first day's play for the
were afraid of the fast Dreamng, puzz-i- t
8
wo,.th the trouble
Davis cup. Each side won one of the St. Louis
S
ling shoots or were too lazy to exert
From now on the Cincinattl bench two singles matches on the afternoon Washington
themselves overly much.
won't have much room for the players program.
(Tied end of ninth inning.)
There are several means whereby as it will be cluttered up with young
J. C. Parke, in the first match, beat
such catchers can injure the budding mascots.
At New York
Maurice E. McLonghlin, the American
to
is
method
favorite
The
2
pitchers.
Reb Russell the southpaw find of
to two. In Cleveland
sets
three
champion,
by
curve
balls tue Cnicago White Sox, has a theory
2
keep on signaling for
New York
R.
the
second
Norrls
match,
Williams,
hooks a L, his own that a pitcher is as dan- throwing
By continually
(Tied end of ttli)
on
c!
turned
tables
the
Philadelphia,
J2'
youngster's' arm is hurt and, before gerous a batter as any other. Here
P. Dixon, of England, by beating
long, he is liable to lose control of his are his reasons:
MABRY
STATE
SENATOR
score.
him with a similar
spitter entirely.
HERE FOR BRIEF STAY.
"Ordinarily you don't look for a hit
Three matches are made to be playAnother mctfhod used ;is for the from the pitcher and you are liable
contest-idoubles
match
be
will
one
ed,
to
the
to
a
make
catcher
complaint
to ease down a bit on him." says the
Senator T. J. Mabry, of Clovis, ar
tomorrow and two singles on Monmanager, saying the pitcher can't con-ir- Texan. "I used to do that, but find
in the city today from Clovis
rived
so
even
The
has
been
that
play
his spitter and he is compelled they hit straight fast ones as well as day.
and
will
spend .several days here. He
to keep on calling for curves or fast anybody else. So I've been curving cither side appears to have an even se.vs
that a good, seasonable ram
ones. Then he can signal for spitters ball to them and trying just as hard clance of winning and it cannot be
within a week will guarantee to Curry
at the wrong time and make the kid to retire them as I would ihe bigger known until Monday whether the Eng- and
adjoining counties the biggest
successful
will
lish
a
holders
look bad.
put up
sluggers."
in the history of that section.
crops
on
too
much of this going
There is
Russell himself proves the force of cefense, or whether the famous trophy
at present and it is unfair to some his arguments as he has delivered w ill be taken back to the t'nited "We are learning the stock farming way, now, and this is what is putnew men just breaking in. Incom- many hits this season when they were Slates.
ting our farmers on their feet and
petent catchers can do a lot of harm needed.
,
giving them a bright outlook for tha
and it's difficult to detect them. For
DRIVES 45 MILES FOR HELP
future," said Mr. Mabry. "We are
the recruit twirlers seldom have the MIKE BACA STILL WINNING;
WITH HAND BLOWN OFF.
just learning how," he said, "but we
nerve to tell their troubles to the man'
NEWMAN AND YOAKUM DRAW.
Albuquerque, N. M., July 25. J. W. feel satisfied that we know the secret
nger. For they fear the catcher's
Payne, a farmer who lives near Es- - that will guarantee a big future for
East Las Vegas, X M., July 25.
word will be taken before their own.
forty-fiv- e
tancia,
our dry farming section."
yesterday drove
Superstition among ball players has Louis Newman of Denver, and StanSenator Mabry promises that Curry
been carried to a keen point by Pinch ley Yoakum, of Dallas, fought ten miles to Albuquerque, after his right
hitter Bates of the Cincinnati Reds. rounds to a draw here ilast night lie-- hand had been nearly blown off by county will have an exhibit at the
Bates is in the habit of taking one fore Charles O Malley s Atnietic ciun. the accidental discharge of a shotgun rtate fair that will be a hummer. Ho
!!:'
is at the head of the newly organized
or more boys through the pass gate Yoakum led in the fighting and hi for surgical treatment.
ten
reached
about
here
in
shade
Payne
him
a
and
with him, believing' they bring good aggressiveness gave
Curry County Fair association,
o'clock last night and Dr. R. L. Hust he
jluck.
says that C. A. Scheurich, a mem-ce- r
According to his theory every four rounds, whilo six were classed
A
was
the
wound.
ramrod
dressed
knock-downs
were
las even. Since no
lad means a base hit.
of the state fair commission, and
Cincinnati players often chaff Bates scored by either man, Referee Bill shot through his hand and the thurih a Clovisite, is boosting the state fair,
were
and
severed.
first finger
nearly
on the east side of the state, for its
about this superstition but thev Cullen called the contest a draw a(
ohaneed their tune recently durinsrlthe end of the tenth round.
full value. The Clovis fair will ba
The first three rounds were com- MONROE DOCTRINE IS
the series with the Dodgers at Brook
beld October 2 to 4 inclusive.
. .
rushYoakum
IN
REAFFIRMED
RESOLUTION.
with
paratively tame,
lyn when thy cleaned up.
In the
tn the .last dn v Rates took a ing Newman and clinching.
SUFFRAGETTE DRAW 14 DAYS
Washington, D. C, July 25. Repreboy through with him as usual and infighting the Dallas man hammered
EACH FOR HOLDING MEETING.
but sentative Clarke, of Florida, introduced
Bob Bescher kidded him about It. jthe Denver fighter's kidneys,
re"Never you mind. This lad is go .without apparent damage. Newman a concurrent resolution
today
25. Lody
London, July
Sybyl
11
fng to bring me a base hit today," an- in the open fighting, tried repeatedly affirming the Monroe doctrine.
of
the Earl of AnSmith,
daughter
to
to
was
the
tc
the
vicious
referred
lund
a
affairs
uppercut
foreign
swered Bates.
Mrs. Pethick Lawrence and Miss
The gang laughed for Bates hadn't stomach and wind, but Yoakum clev committee and was directed particular- trim,
Shavpe were sent to prison to
been in a game for severl days andjerly blocked these punches thus sav- ly against "people with whom the Cau- Fvelyn
14 days today for attempting to hold
cannot
himself
casian
and
from
will
not
assimilate."
was
ing
him.
on
punishment,
the
joke
they thought
"We hereby
what is known a militant suffrage meeting in the
In the eighth inning, however, a run
During the last three rounds
as
Monroe
doctrine
in each and lobby of the house, of commons.
the
sent
did
needed
and
He
Tinker
his
rushed
work.
best
Joe
Vas
to the ropes repeatedly and every essential," the resolution read
Bates up to slug for the pitcher.
fore he went out BateB patted the bov landed several vicious right and left "And declare our unfaltering al- BREACH IN CHINA
CONTINUES TO WIDEN.
on the shoulder and said, so his mates hooks to the head and jaw which legiance thereto."
In America she was coached
MRS.' ADA PIERCE-WINby with her husband to a wilderness in
of the
Canton, July 25. Seven
"In
the Monroe doccould hear, "Here's where you bring made Newman wince.
In the tent'i
Eames and Madam Sembrich Arizona, over a hundred miles from
Madam
Pierce-Winalso
will
who
Ada
Mrs.
a
southern
Chinese provinces,
with
and last round, Newman landed a vic- trine," concludes the resolution, "we
ne my luck."
at the Scottish Rite Cathedral la the studios of Miss Callendar in the railroad. Here she lived three
Bates took two strikes, fouled a ious right swing to the jaw and do so with the earnest desire to main- population twice that of the United appear
is a sporano soloist of New York City and at Bar Harbor. years, and she takes far greater prtdo
this
have
to
evening,
come
an
States,
agreement
tain
and
with
relations
called.
had
balls
Yoakum.
peace
three
friendly
staggered
couple and
,y:- in telling how she can throw a saddle
She waa drilled In Me.
unusual
for
Provisional
action
brilliancy.
joint
on
nation
we
cannot
against
but
over
The
the
earth,
Then he crushed the ball
preliminaries were amusing every
Mrs. Winn Is a woman of rare social onto a pony, mount it and keep up
and
in
seven
for
her
Paris,
art
Pe
President
Yuan
and
years
the
Shi
Kai
the
further extension of any
fence. As he completed the circuit he rather than exciting. Mike Baca, of permit
has sung with the most famous artists charms. She is a Bostonlah born and v.ith any ranger; how she can carry
iSanta Fe, made Miko Delgado, a local colonizing systems of European na- king government.
grinned at Bescher.
bigger, load of wood for the fire
of
Europe. The compositions of Puc- bred, of English parentage. Her life
m the fourt.n tions on any territory of this hemis, It happened that Bob Bescher had featherweight, quit
Subscribe for the Santa F; Men cini she studied under that famous in Europe's gay capitals has doubtless place than anyone in the camp, and
go, while Spike phere and particularly shall we obbeen in a batting slump for several round of a
himself. Besides appearing been a contributing factor to the how she can do western outdoor cookdays. In spite of the way he joshed Sanchez, a local bantam, knocked out ject to such colonization by peoples Mexican, the paper that boosts all composer
In
Winn had engagements sparkling dash of her . personality. ing,, than, she does In speaking of her
Mrs.
time
the
and
works
for
the
with
Paris,
whom
in
Kid
the
of
and
cannot
Caucasian
round
the
upbuild
second
latter's
Hungiro,
Bates about the
superstition
From these culture centers she went career in the world of art and artists.
Madrid
et
of
the
our
will
sixnot
eight-rouna
Oprea.
scheduled
Ing
Sana
assimilate."
bout.'
State,
Bescher was accompanied by
year-ol- d
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Isist Unit the minimum ratr of the ex
press company shall not bo less than
one and a half times iho railroad
freight rate. It st'ems probable that
a schedule will be prepared with this
fact in mind, and that the rates will
he put down as low as pussible with-cu- t
violating this contract.
The Wells Fargo' olticials who attended the conference yesterday were
A. T. Payne, superintendent, Denver;
E. K. Jones, general superintendent,
Angeles, and .1. M. Williams, bulirinteudent at Ey Paso, Texas.
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General Banking Business.

TO BE MADE
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Your Patronage Solicited

$

!

LOWER

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

President.

J.

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

B. LAMY,

AT

CONFERENCE

i
i

niiuiiiiinuit
PROPERTY

SALE-CI- TY

Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza,
Room Modern Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza,
Room Modern Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol,
Room Modern Brick Cottage, J blocks from Plaza,
Room Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45,

5 Room
5

6
6
10

FOR

SALE-RAN-

Price $3,800
Price 2,500
Price 3,000
Price 4,800
Price 5,000

PROPERTY

CH

Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
Ranches in the Espanola Valley
3 Large Grants in the State
J
Ffur Rom Modern Brick Cottages
I i Five Room Modern Brick cottage

2
10

pnT

FOP

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP)
INSURANCE

SURETY

LOANS

BONDS

Phone, 189 J.
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St., :

flllllllllllllllMIHIli

Denver
TRIP

ROUND

!

PRESS

COMMISSION,

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

COMPANY

125 Palace Ave

AGREES

TOIC

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
the Postal Tele- Telephone
graph company If you do not get
your paper and one will be de- S livered to you at one?.

THIS.

MEANS MUCH TO FRUIT
AND VEGETABLE GROWER

X
S

Grande

R. R.

TRIP EXCURSION FARE

EXCURSION

CO.

Special Prices in All Departments.
We Save You Meney Buying During This Salo

PERSONALS

i

G000S

DRY

H MCE IE

At Less Than Cost

FARGO

THE EX

SEU6HUI

ADOLF

HATS

ENGINEER MONTY SEIZED
WITH PTOMAINE POISONING
I. I'. .Monty, engineer on the road
to Jemez mmmbbmi
work from Albuquerque
Springs, was taken very seriously ill
with ptomaine poisoning yesterday according to a message received in this
city today. He was taken to Jemez
Springs and is at the home of Mr. and
Airs, liloom aim is being attended oy
Dr. firork.

iiiiiimiiiiiwmi

WITH HAYWARD

INSURE

Aniado Chaves of Albuquerque, is a
Lower express rates In and out of visitor in Santa Fe today.
New .Mexico, not in Isolated instances,
Jony Lliisuiu anil wite motored up
but a general reduction especially af- from Albuquerque yesterday.
of Albuquerque, Of Mrs.
Col. W. S.
fecting fruit and vegetable shipments, arrived in Hopewell
Chappell, of Five Years'
the
lust
city
night
it
not
make
will
such as
possible
only
E. W. Oobson, a well known Albufor the producers to get their shipStanding, Relieved by Cardui.
ments to market, but will also tend querque attorney, is in the city today.
C.
De
Trinidad
Baca,
slate
gania
to develop production because of the
facilities offered, is promised as the warden, left, this morning for n bi'i'f
to
Roy.
Mt. Airy, N. C.-Sarah M. Chap,
result of an informal conference yes- trip
A. T. Haiinet, a young attorney of pen 01 tins town, says: "l suttered for
terday between the odicials of the
years with womanly troubles, also
Wells Fargo Express company and Gallup, spent yesterday in the city on live
stomach troubles, and my punishment
legal business.
the state corporation commission.
was
more
than any one could tell.
State Treasurer O. X. Marion is in
While no definite action was taken
I tried most everv kind of merlicino
rethe
from
Albuquerque today,
city
but none did me any good.
yesterday work will start immediately turning
home this afternoon,
1 read one
on a proposed schedule of rates. In
day about Cardui, the wo- F. E. Wood, of Albuquerque, an atman's tonic, and decided to try it. I
tins work t no corporation commission
&
.Marrou
of
the
of
firm
Wood,
torney
not
had
taken but about six bottles until
and the representatives of the ex- - is
I was almost cured.
spending today in Santa Fe.
It did me more
press company will join, and tile
than
ail the other medicines I had
B.
Voof Las
Davis,
Stephen
pod put together.
of their efforts, which it is fair
tried,
to say,, will be, a general reduction a jgas, is in the city today on busine.w
My friends began asking me why I
along the line, will be (submitted to connected with, the ledernl court.
looked so Well, and 1 told them about
I'rof.
returned
Lougee
George
yes
the express company for ratification.
Cardui. Several are now taking it."
Upon being ratified by the company, terday from a vacation of several
Do you, lady reader, suffer from any
in
weeks
various
cities.
Colorado
spent,
cf the ailments due to womanly trouble,
;lt will be formally issued in the shape
I'.
Carlos
Dunn and wife of Taos such as headache,
of new tariffs.
backache, sideache,
here last evening from San sleeplessness, and that everlastingly
tired
it is an admitted fact that express! arrived
left today for theif leenngr
and
county
Miguel
rates on fruit, vegetables, poultry and home.
If so, let us urpe you to give Cardui a
eggs in New Jlexico are almost proO. I.. Owen, member of the corpora- trial.
We feel confident it will help you.
Ihibitive, and as a result that method
tion commission, returned yesterday lust as it has a million other women in
of transportation is not used any more
from a trip to Pontiles, Clovis and lilie past half century.
than can possibly be helped. That the
You
Begin taking Cardui
Socorro.
field is growing, that there was the
won't regret it. All druggists.
Mr. and .Mrs. W. D. Wise. Mrs. M.
possibility of developing it to a con Chase and Fred (J.
H 'rite to: Chattanooga
Medicine Co., Ladies'
Vincent, of El
siderable volume were facts admitted Paso,
Advisory Dept., ChaltanooEa. Tenn., lor Stn nil
Texas, are spending the day in instructions
on your case and
book, "Home
by the odicials of the Wells Fargo the Ancient
treatment tor Woman," iu plain wrapper. N.G. 124
City.
here yesterday.
They said that
.1. K. Powers,
field engineer in the
changed conditions in New Mexico re- oflice of the
x:
x
survey, S
hydrogrnphic
x' X'-- x x
quired changed rates, but that due to has returned to the
fisld
a
after
city
other activities, this had been over-of several weeks.
looked for so long that it was not pol-- trip
If. iS. Marshal A. H. Hudspeth has
icy for the company to continue to do gone to Las Cruces on a short
trip to
This is a new place to
so.
There is only one stipulation attend the
of the board of
eat, and will prove a
which will have to be considered in VPIfPlltu nf meeting
tV '
itsillrr,."
delightful surprise to
making up the proposed schedule of f wh,ch he ,s
b
Clean and
reduced rates for New Mexico, und
everybody.
V.
Governor
C. McDonald left last
that is that the railroads contract with
wholesome food and
for
Las
wii'
he
where
evening
Vegas,
the express companies uniformly inthe best service asinspect the militia encampment there,
sured. Come and get
;and at night be the guest of the Las
Vegas commercial club at a military
acquainted with Santa
ball.
Fe's New Restaurant.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. McXuIty let
Large, airy and comtoday for their home in Snn Diego,
fortable rooms in conCalif., says the Albuquerque Herald.
nection. All the mod
fiscal agent.
j'Alr. McNuIty. who as
ern
improvements.
superintended the organization of tli!
Interstate Casualty company, spent
the past year in Xew Mexico
The
West Side of Plaza,
Casualty company is now in the hanils
of the permanent officials and Is ready
NEW MEXICO
SANTA FC.
The Best That Can be Bought ! to write business.
VV.X
AT ANY PRICE

at Our Store.
ffi

j

iiiwi wii

AND REST CONTENT.

we are

As sole

Judge E. A. Alano of Albutiuerquu.
the city today.

Agents
offering
FOR SALE the property,
known as the
L. 13.

is in

VickRoy Home on Don

j

j

Gaspar Avenue, at an attractive figure. An inspection will convince you that this is the finest
HOME in the City. We will be jrlad to quote prices and lerms.

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building Santa Fe.

i

j

Mrs.

iFTts

::::

REAL

ESTATE,

N. M.

HAVWARDlAflf

WHV BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?

1

& Rio

ROUND

WELLS

OFFICIALS YESTERDAY WITH COR-

'

FOR

OF

t.

PORATION
1 1 1 1

Ready Trimmedjr

-
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When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine

j

-

assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," ell
e
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators w hich will make a cup
high-grad-

of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

-

jJtSJIU

FARE, SANTA FE
TO DENVER, COLORADO,

y.

.

ACCOUNT

e

v

Knights Templar

SOT,

T. F. &

P.

A.,

-

244

STREET.

INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

L. A. HUGHES,

J. CRICIITON,

L. POLLARD,

President.

Manager

Secretary.

&

Treasurer.

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

HElDGiTJ-ITEI-

FOR

S

LUMBER OF EVERV DESCRIPTION.

I

THE PLAZA CAFE

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE

LOCAL ITEMS.
'NUFF

SAID,

GNAGEY

&

ER-V-

HACK No. O.
I

EN.
You will find many good smokes in
our cigar cake. No trouble to select
the particular pize, shape and tshado
you like. Zook's.
Would Change Paving. Petitions
to change the paving through and
around the plwza from cement to maOffice United States Bank Building
cadam are being circulated according
(FIRST FLOOK)
to reports.
who has purchased the Insur
FOR SALE All kinds ot building
ance Business ot trie L.
lumber. 314 Galisteo street.
For Sale A gentle reliable family
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
horse with harness and two seated
good companies, good protection
rig with top, $200. Frank Owen.
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
Almond Cream is fine for sunburn and
windburn. Take a bottle with you on
your vacation.
KAUNE
H.
Horses Pastured on Siringo's Sunny Slope ranch rt $2 per month, two
the Price miles from city. Good grass and waWhere Quality Governs
ter.
and Price the Quality
FOR RENT Five roomn and bath,
O.
nicely furnished, good location.
C. Watson Co.
Gonzales Funeral. The funeral of
J. M. Gonzales, who after becoming
violently insane, died on the road to
the asylum, was held this morning,
many friends of the dead man attending the last rites. It has been learned
that Gonzales was afflicted with an
incurable stomach complaint, which
worked on his mind and nerves to
such an extent as to drive him insane.
Any kind of nursing bottle you want
nipples of all styles, brushes, baby
foods, talcum powders and the most
careful prescription department to
low
Are
help baby when ill. Zook's.

FRANK M. JONES,

Always

at the Plaza,

FACUNDO ORTIZ, OWNER

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS the FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

g3"Yur
Phone

100

BUSINESS

AND

STORAGE

Business Solicited,
Foot of Montezuma Ave.

and 35 W.

NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF SHINES
SOCORRO, N. M.
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrica Engineering and Mechanical Engi"V '
neering.
ADVANTAGES:

Requirements fully up to those
standard schools of mines everywhere; j close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes ire Illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed lor Its
' purity; good dormitory 'accommodations at low cost
of

etc.
For full Information,

8

S.

now as

PONIES.

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,

nanc

11

UNTIL

THE

KAUNE

a

SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

Where Prices ar Bst
For Safe Quality.

-:-

-

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL.

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
tlllMlllltlllllfll

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - 16 Galisteo St.
1

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Aent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa
New Mex.

SUMMER TOURIST

ON YOU TO BUY YOUR

FRUIT JARS.
LY AND

GET

EAR-

RATES

BE SURE OF

GETTING THE PROPER

SIZES.

WE HAVE

COMPLETE

LINE

Tho

A

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,

IN

.si
No

Rubber Ring
Gold Enameled Cap
FOR HOME CAKKIKQ

Meats
Fish
Left-Over- s

Vegetables

Fruits

TO

Denver,

.

Pueblo, .
Chicago, .
St. Paul, .
New York,

ht

....

i

i
RITIA
PO
GALI
CiE ii
00,00

LOS ANGELES.
SAN DIEGO,
On sale daily,

EC

SAN FRANCISCO,

CEE EE

OAKLAND,
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and feed that it is a section of the west
that is going to develop fast. He says
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VALLEY RANCH, .NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,
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Is Composed of Men Well Known for
the Success Which They Have Attained
In Business and Banking Matters,
and who, in all their transactions, follow methods that are
CONSERVATIVE and at the same time JUDICIOUSLY PROGRESSIVE. The wisdom of the policy which they outline for the Bank is evidenced by the soundness
and steady growth of the Institution.

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
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Constipation and
Heat Often Fatal

OF BIRD LIFE

FRIENDS

OUTRAGED
THE TARIFF

BILL

AS NOW

ORS THE IMPORTERS

Regularity of Bowels Very Important
to Health at This Time.
At no time of the year should people be more careful of the condition
of their bowels than in hot weather.
Many things may cause constipation
in summer, but whatever it may be the
trouble should be promptly remedied.
A constipated person Jays himself or
herself open to serious and often fatal
diseases. That feeling of congestion
lassitude or dull headache is the first
warning of trouble.
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it BLOOD IS THICKER THAN WATER"
Without good red blood a man has a weak heart and poor nerves. Thinness of
the blood, or anaemia, is common in young folks as well as old. Especially is it
the case with those who work in illy ventilated factories or tho? e who arc shut
up indoors In winter time with a coal stove burnlnc up the oxy tfen or emitting
carbonic (oxide) gas. This blood, or blood which lacks the red blood corpuscles,
in anaemic people may have been caused by lack of good fresh air breathed into
lungs, or by poor digestion or dyspepsia.
Sometimes
people su'ler intense
pain over the heart which is not heart disease at all, hut caused by indigestion.
Whatever the cause, there's just one remedy that you can turn
that it has given satisfaction for over 40 years.

i

LANE

TARY

GOLDEN MEDICAL 'DISCOVERY

WILL INVESTIGATE.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
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FOR SAIK New Majestic kitchen
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l.tiigo. I 'Bed three weeks. Bargai.i
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
It r cash.
Address P. J. Hex ."15.
CHAS. E. LINNEY. Secretary.
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Is a blood clennsei and alterative that starts the liver and stomach Into vigorous

furnlsh- FOR MKN
ijgilt and airy, shower bath, use of
iRirurv. Mrs. A. K. P. Robinson, corner
rhone 270 J.
Grallt an,j JonUBOI1.
ROOMS

Santa. Fe Chapter No
1, R. A. M.
Regular
convocation
second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
i:S0 p. in.
i. A. MASSIE,
H. P.
SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
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action. It thus assists the body to manufacture rich red blood which feeds tho
(By Gilson Gardner.)
heart nerves brain and organs of the body. The organs work smoothly like
D.
Washington,
July 25.
C,
machinery running in oil. You feel clean, strong and strenuous instead of
weak and faint. Nowadays you can obtain Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical tired,
Disfriends of bird life charge three Demcovery Tablets, as well as the liquid form from all medicine dealers, or tablets
FOR R KNT Ilea ut if ul new brick
ocratic senators with rigging the presby mail, prepaid in $1 or fiOc size. Adress K. V. Pierce, M. D., Buffalo, N. Y.
li(;une. modern. X rooms, bath, ranee.
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north
Just
l."es
new order are as follows: Cocal rate
f'om one end of the country to the
when he regained consciousness his rendered himself to the sheriff, sayNo. 3 carries passengers to Albuthe most disastrous floods occurred in ether. No matter where
. Chas, H. Eaaley
Chas. F. Easley,
you live
(that is packages carried within a Ohio
arm was set, having been broken in ing that he killed Dunnaway in
And
this spring.
querque, locally, and to Pacific
EASLEY & EA'JLEY,
"hydrocepha you will find people who have sufferradius of 25 miles) five cents for first
on
means
brain."
Coast points.
the
"water
lus"
A coroner's verdict was to
t
aw.
Attorneys-acent
with
Liver
one
and
ed
for additional
and Intestinal
Stomach,
the same effect and Smith was liber pound the
Practice In the Courts and Defer"
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conlimit.
Ailments, etc., and have been restor
present
pounds,
weight
ated after an examining trial, the Within the first zone, which now covnect with No. 1 westbound, and
cu to health and are loud in their Land Department.
KID THROWS BRICK
court determining that Smith shot in ers
Land
and
examined.
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
titles
grants
not
of
this
50 miles, the rate is five cents
is
There
remedy.
only
praise
after being struck on the
"Cut-off- "
AT A TORPEDO day
with
and three cents for adbut what one hears of the wonder-- ' Santa Fe, N. it., branch Office, Eftu
Albuquerque
head several times with a lap ring. for first pound
train for Clovls and fitr.ot Valcla, N. M.
tul results obtained from this
The elder Dunnaway took It upon him- ditional pounds. The second zone, of
ley points.
are entirely
150 miles, carries a rate of six cents
Ohio, July 25. A crash' edy and the benefits
self to protect his son's widow.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
Smith brought the young widow and for the first, and four cents for add! and a burst of smoke that enveloped i: a tural, as it acts on the source and
caused foundation of these ailments, remov
Dentist
m.
John Dermody
her little son home. Dunnaway was tional pounds. Thus the new rates,
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
there and resented his presence. A consolidating the first two zones into scores of picnickers at Lemon Hill to ing the poisonous catarrh and bileLeave
Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conRooms i, 2 and S.
quarrel ensued and Smith shot Dun- one, increase the weight limit to 20 rush to the child's assistance, believ- accretions, taking out the inllammanect with No. 7 westbeund cartion from the intestinal tract and
Phone Red 6.
pounds, and reduce the rate to a flat ii;g he must be badly hurt.
naway. .
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
in rendering the same antiOffice Hours 8 a. m. to I .
John, who Is the son of John F. DerYoung Smith's attentions to the wi- five cents, and one cent for additional
4 eastbound.
Sufferers
one
are
to
Eleventh
And
North
143
dow were bitterly resented by the pounds.
of
street,
septic.
try
by Appointment
urged
mody,
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:36 p.
members of Dunnaway's family.
bad found what he thought was mere- dose which alone should relieve your
m.
and convince
He began experi- suffering
ly a little tin box.
you that
PROMINENT CITIZEN DEAD.
ments on it with a brick. 11 turned Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy
If
substitute Is offered you for Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
out to be a heavy charged torpedo. should restore you to good health. Put FoIey Kidney Pills, it means a cheap- DISCHARGES
No, 9 westbound.
The boy fell to the ground with the it to a test- - today the results will b er medicine is pressed upon you for
Deming, July 25. E. E. Burdick, for
RELIEVED IN
35 years resident of this section and
Ehock when it exploded. Park Guard a revelation to you and you will re the dealer's profit, not for yours.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
HOURS! Wells rushed to his side and lifted nir.i joice over your quick recovery and Foley Kidney Pills may cost the dealprominent In cattle and farming busia. m.
once again know the joys of living. er more than a cheap substitute, but
ness, died last night at the age ot 84.
lo his arms.
Each Can- ule bearafMIDY):
"I ain't hurt,'' he told the guard, Send for booklet on Stomach Ailments they give better results than any othCall
the
Work for the New Mexican. It it
and grinned as he recovered from his tc Geo. H. Mayr, Mfg. Chemist, 15C er kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
COLDS
FOR COUG 4V arn
andfwoudr
Beware qf counterfeit
to
the
went
for
working for yon, for Santa Fe and
back
ft ight. And he
enjoy
Whiting St., Chicago; or better still,
Foley Kidney Pills. The Capital
ALL OBUOUIMTS
the new state.
capItaL ph A.H CY.
obtain a bottle from your druggist. Pharmacy.
cicnlc
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For quick results,
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F. ANDREWS

REPORT IS MADE BY

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

;

!

AulotDelivery Every ilour

Auto Delivery Every Hour

!

Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
will buy, try It. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl un-- ;
der 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
Boys and girls get busy get your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRtSS FLOUR.

TAMPERING

Phone

ANDREWS

Pll0lie

No--

VS.

GARCIA

COMPLETED AND

4

FIND STAMPS

REPORT

GARCIA

FILED.

HAD

BEEN TAMPERED WITH

1

a

llllll

HWI.IMJWtMaaMmaiUUJIUIIIIiL'' iT'i'TiHTmni
Davis, Jr., United States
district attorney and chairman of the
committee appointed by Judge W. H.
Pope of the federal district court, to
investigate the alleged tamperirg
with exhibit 144-- in the case of Garcia
!vs. Garcia, In equity, recently on trial
in the federal court, in which case
rena verdict for the plaintiff was
dered by the jury, submitted the report of the investigations of his committee to the court this morning.
In brief the report does not find any
unprofessional proceedings on the pan.
of the attorneys In the case or tha
It. finds that
officers of the court.
there is evidence that the exhibit,
which is an envelope, had been tampered with, but is unable to fix the
responsibility or to decide whether
the change was made before or after
it was introduced in evidence.
The report in full follows:
In the United States District Court
for the District of
To Honorable William H, Pope, United
States District Judge for the District of New Mexico.
We, the committee,
appointed by
the above entitled court to Investigate
the alleged alteration of an exhibit.
,
No.
introduced in the trial or
the case of Florence Lillian Garcia,
etc. vs. Petra Garcia, etc., No. 202, respectfully report as follows:
Your committee met at Santa Fo,
July 19, 19111, and spent the greater
part of the day in the investigation.
All of the members .of the committee
were present, and in addition tler?
,
were present Earl C. Iden, O. N.
E. A. Mann, John Venable, Jaim'S
W. Chaves, Antonio Garcia and K. M.
Chapman; all of whom made statements before us. A further meeting
was held at Santa Fe, July 25th, at
which time we heard statements from
Francis E. Wood and C. E. TJnnev.
We inspected the exhibit, in question
as well as other exhibits introduced
in the case, and also considered the
testimony given on the trial of ths
case bearing upon the change of this
exhibit, as well as certain other portions of the testimony.
We are unanimously of the opininn
that there has been a change in the
Ex
postage stamps upon Plaintiff's
hibit No. 144-a- , since the time when
the same was mailed. This is obvious
from the fact that a portion of the
cancellation now appears on the envelope underneath the lower postage
stamp.
There are indications that the upper
postage stamp IfSfs tTeAi changed, but
we do not find whether or not this is
the fact.
The evidence tending to
show such a change is that underneath the upper postage stamp there
appears a thin film, apparently torn
from the lower portion of a postage
stamp. Whether this film was torn
from the postage stamp which now appears upon the envelope or from another postage stamp, and in the latter
event, whether such postage
stamp
de-- j
was of a
t
t
or a
we
are unable to ascernomination,
Stephen

B.

a

I

- ON

I

-

Furniture, Screen Doors

and Screens.
Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

IS 13.

one telegraph company.
Iu an affidavit which accompanies
tLe complaint, J. S. Creegan, manager
at Albuquerque, for the Postal, state3
that In is instances In Albuquerque iu
which he told central he wished to
send a telegram, he was connected
with the Western Union every time
but two. He further Btates that A. D.
Graham, formerly
district manager
stated to him that he (Graham) had
not received from the home office oi
the company a certain circular letter
supposed to have been Bent out, in
AGAINST THE which the telephone
A
DISCRIMINATION
in
company
structs its central girls to ask which
POSTAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY BY company is
preferred whenever a
for a telegraph company
TELEPHONE
STATES
MOUNTAIN
is desired.
Exhibit A gives the date of 45 calls
COMPANY IN FAVOR OF WESTIn Raton and Albuquerque in each of
ERN UNION, IS ALLEGATION.
which the telephone
company
the Inquirer with the Western
Union, instead of asking which com-ftnwas preferred.
CORPORATION COMMISSION

OFFICIAL.

Best Assorted Line ot

A COMPLAINT FILED

Embroidery Floss in White
and Colors, both in Silk and Cotton; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
C., Royal Society, and Princess
Linen, Art CenterStamped
pieces, Scarfs, etc

BY THE POSTAL

COMPANY

.

Recommends Admission.
. .facobo ('haves, stale superintendent
INTO THE ALLEGED of Insurance, has recommended to the
;state corporation commission that the
WITH EVIDENCE IN Guarantee Fund Life Association of
Omaha be admitted to do business 1"

INVESTIGATION

OF

2V

July

COURT

CASE

No. 4

Respectfully submitted,
STKPKEX H. DAVIS, JR.
EDWARD R. WRIGHT.
LOIUN C. COLLINS.

TO

COMMITTEE

I

rther action should bo taken.
A complete record of the statements
rrrade before the committee was kept
I
y Mr. lden, the court stenographer,
did we attach to this report a complete transcript.
fi

OFFICIAL.

the state.
Incorporation Papers Filed.
The United Machinery Manufacturing Association has filed incorporation
papers with the corporation commission. This concern has Its headquarters at Albuquerque, 403 South First
street, and Chas. Conroy is the agent.
It has a capital stuck of $250,000, and
starts business with $10,100 paid in.
The incorporators are William F. Ohl-raof El Paso, Texas, 38 shares, Wins.
Conroy of Albuquerque, 62 shares, and
Harry P. Owen, Albuquerque, 1 share.
New U. S. Commissioners.
Demetrio Perez of Uis Vegas, form- erly territorial auditor, lias been an- pointed a U. S. Commissioner by
Judge W. H. Pope in the federal
court.
Mrs. Elvira Stanton of
Mosauero. has also been made a commissioner by Judge Pope.

ASKED TO ACT IN MATTER

u

dis-;ft- e

-

Motions In Case of Garcia vs. Garcia.
Attorneys representing both sides in
the case of Garcia vs. Garcia were in
the federal court today with formal
motions. Mann & Venable, attorneys
for the defendant, Petra Garcia, asked
for a new trial, and Jlarron and Wood
for the plaintiff, Florence Lillian Garcia, asked for a judgment in keeping
with the findings of the jury in the
case and for a reference to take accounting of the amount due the plaintiff. Both motions were taken under
advisement by the court.

;

MISSA.MUGLER
SOUTHEAST

CORNER PLAZA.

demurrer was interposed by the refrom
ceiver which was sustained
which judgment this appeal was taken.
Judgment of the district court,

Syllabus.
Where a person, as soon as he
learned of an unauthorized deposit of
his funds in a bank, drew drafts on
the same in order to immediately
withdraw them, he will not be held to
have ratified the deposit In the absence of proof of his assent to the deBANK CASE
posit.
DECIDED TODAY 2. When trust funds have been
commingled with the general funds
of a bank, before a trust upon such
toStute
court
of the
The supreme
general fund can be imposed, as
day handed down an opinion in the
creditors of the bank, it must
against
case of J. R. Daugherty vs. the Interthat the trust fund in some
national Bank of Commerce appealed appear
form still exists and came into the
from Quay county.
hands of the receiver of the insolvent
This is a suit by J. R. Daugherty, bank.
asking for the appointment of receivWork for the New Mexican. It Is
er for the International Bank of ComForking for you, for Soata Fe and
merce, and seeking a preference right
to his claim for deposit, to which a the new state.
1.

Itucumcari

The state corporation commission
as been called on to do a little trust
lusting, if the allegations in the
Postal Telegraph company's complaint
me true. W. C. Black, superintendent
e r0Blai leiesrapu-wiuiuu
rany, of Denver, has filed with the
corporation commission a form-tric- t
!
complaint against the Mountain
states Telephone & Telegraph com- rmy alleging discrimination against
his company and in favor of the West
ern Union in cases where telephone
patrons wish to send a telegram and
rsk central to connect them with the
telegraph office. Mr. Black in his complaint alleges that almost Invariably 8
this request is complied with by connecting the telephone patron with the
estern Union. He asks that the defendant be made to cease such discriminatory actions, and for the pro-ulgation of such rules and regulations by the commission as will make
il impossible for the telephone company to throw all of Us business to

DSF"

Boston and Table Ferns.

-

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Phone 12.

144-a-

Everything In Hardware.
WM. ILFELD.

LUDVVIQ

W. H. WICKHAM

SALE STARTS SATURDAY, JULY 26.
IT

Mar-ron-

It was The Palace Hotel,
IT IS 3STOW

THE DE VARGAS
W. G. SARGENT, Proprietor.
W. H. MENDENHALL, Business Manager.
Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
nevly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
papered. Many private baths and all the comhotel.
forts of a first-cla-

The

De

ss

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For

INTERNATIONAL

STOCK

FOOD.

j

one-cen-

two-cen-

tain.

We are of the opinion that the tno
postage stamps now on ths
envelope were not taken from the
Fe
The only exclusive
house in
same sheet of stamps. An inspection
shows a difference in the shading ot
the stamps, and a difference in the
space between the white perforated
Black
Phone
Phone Black
margin and the green portion of the
stamp, which is not of the same width
in each stamp.
Had the stamps
come from the same sheet we assume
that the inking would have been
practically Identical, and the spaco
also, especially if the two stamps had
been next to each other in the sheer.
Having found that there has been change in the exhibit, we understand
that the next step is for us to determine whether that change was made
prior to the introduction of the exhibit
in evidence, or after such introduction
and during the progress of the trial.
In determining this question we ar.;
rot in any way aided by the exhibfr
itself, there being nothing in connects with the exhibit to show when
the change was made; excepting that
the portion of the envelope underneath the lower postage stamp now
rppears to be somewhat whiter than
he remaining portion of the envelope,
tut, owing to the fact that this exhibit
las been constantly handled since Its
introduction, this condition does not
enable us to determine the length of
time during which the stamp has been
" Suffragette or Not Woman's Work Is Never Done."
upon the envelope.
In the consideration of the question
"""
In spite of the ever increasing popularity of modern
household
c" when this change was made, we
t
still
are
women
"a
war"
with daily work. The profesdevices, tome
pre, therefore, remitted entirely to a
sion of THE RELIABLE HARDWARE CO. is a noble one indeed, for
consideration
of verbal testimony.
it consists chiefly of lightening the Woman's burden.
Ibis testimony is so conflicting that
Kitchen utensils and durable tin.
Their stock of
we are unable to find or report
granite, enameled and wooden ware, enables every modern housewife
definitely as to the time of change.
in this community to accomplish wonders with a smile. Madam, do
No proof was presented to us, and
household
into
to
want
transform
drudgery
you
agreeable
pastime?
st. far as we know none la available,
Well, next time you pass the Store come in and ask anybody ther
in any way tending to show by whom
Don't forget the Place:
to "show you."
tl e change of stamps was made.
There is no evidence presented to
v? which would justify us in finding
t
a.iy unprofessional or improper
on the part of any of the attor-i.ey- s
engaged in the trial of the Garcia
case, or of the officials connected with
tl e court.
In the absence, therefore, of the discovery of additional evidence bearing
rpon this matter, we believe that no

UFaLFA

SEED.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds io bulk and packages

lone-cen- t

grain

45

V

Santa

LEO HERSCH

con-Cur-

m&sp

to u

(swaps iltsfr

CASH
TO

UP

UP

SALE

SALE

DOUGH
TO

MAKE
US

TALK

GO!

Everything

IN LOW SHOES

must go in the Round Up
WOMEN'S OXFORDS AND PUMPS

MEN'S OXFORDS.
regular $3.00 and $3.50 Oxfords
Black or Tan, Button or Blucher,

All of our
In

300 Pairs of

V,'

dun

Metal
and
Vici Kid

EVERY SHOE 'HAS BEEN
CUT TO THE CORE!

!!

Pumps and
Oxfords.
ALL

-

We must close out our entire stock of Men's
SIZES.
Women's and Children's Low Shoes and Slip
Choice .
pers to make room for the mammoth stock Regular $2.25 Grade, Your
"
"
" $2.50 "
which Is now on the road.
. $1.85
In our determination to close them out we
"
"
"
"
. $2.25
$3.00
have neither looked at their cost or values.
Round Up Price,
Some are marked at cost and some for be
All must go in
low cost Nothing reserved.
and all are the season's latest
the Round-UAnimmense assortment of Oxfords that
e
Oxfords in Tan or Black, and best styles.
Men's
women with a discriminating taste will apButton or Lace, with the low flat heel and
recede toe or the high nob toe. The season's best
preciate.
They are Button models, Tie and
Strap Slippers of the latest style.

$1.50

$2.35
1,000 PAIRS OF

LOOK HERE!

p

high-grad-

CHILDREN'S

SLIPPER RIOT!

Hundreds of pairs of the season's newest
and most popular styles to go at the lowest
prices ever quoted in Santa Fe.
Some are soft and light, just the thing for
this hot weather, and some are rough and
sturdy, suitable for every day or school wear.
Now is your time to save money on chit
dren's shoes.

Regular $4.00 Grade, Your Choice

.

"

$4.50

.

"

$5.00

.

THE

$2.85
$3.35
$3.65

WORLD'S BEST FOR MEN

!

NOTE THESE PRICES
Regular 85c grade,
your choice
Regular $1.00 grade,
your choice
Regular $1.25 grade,
your choice
Regular $1.50 grade,
your choice
Regular $1.75
your choice
Regular $2.00
your choice
Regular $2.25
your choice
Regular $2.75
your choice
Regular $3.00
your choice

the Pair but less by the Yearin
Tan and Black, Bttton

More by

or Lace. Regular $5.50
and $6.00. ROUND UP
PRICE

$4.50

grade,
grade,
grade,
grade,
grade,

...45c
70c

90c
$1.15
$1.25
$1.50
$1.75
$2.15
$2.25

Regular $3.00 grade,
your choice
Regular $3.50 grade,
your choice
Regular $4.00 grade,
your choice.

IN ALL

POPULAR

Regular $3.00 grade,
your choice....
Regular $3.50 grade,
your choice
Regular $4.00 grade,
your choice...,

$2.25
$2.50
$2.85
LEATHERS!

$2.25

$2.50
$2.85

PFLUEGER'S.

THE FAT, THE
THE SHORT
THE TALL
LEAN,
HND THOSE BETWEEN, WE FIT THEM JILL !

i.
?

TAKES
THE

ROUND

THE

45

The Reliable Hardware Store, My Home,

1;
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